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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to make a compara'bive analysis of 
the extent of treatment of the major topics included in six selected 
textbooks in junior business training. 
Analysis of the Problem 
In analyzing the textbooks for comparative purposes, the follmvi ng 
subordinate problems were formulated:: 
1. To determine the purposes of the textbook as discuss~d by the 
author 
2. To determine the topics presented in each of the textbooks as 
a basis for comparing them. 
3. To determine the number of words devoted to the topics presented 
in each textbook 
4. To determine the topics that are illustrated in each textbook 
5. To determine the number and types of questions, problems .. and 
exerc ises presented in each textbook 
Justification of the Problem 
A number of well-known textbook publishers have recently (within 
the past five years) revised their junior business training textbooks 
to conform to the ever-changing trends and patterns of the business 
1 
world. An analysis of previous research in the field revealed that no 
study had been made of these current textbooks. To fill this void~ such 
a study was considered a timely one from the point of view of providing 
a guide for authors writing books in the field, as well as for purchasing 
agents, school administrators, and teachers who are considering the 
adoption of a n~v junior business traini ng textbook for their schools. 
Also, such a study is useful in pointing out the desirable features 
that should be sought in a textbook. 
Delimitation of the Problem 
The ninth-grade course in junior business training has also been 
known under the various titles of general business, business training, 
introduction to business, and elementary business. The variance in the 
nao.es applied to ·bhe course in junior business ·braining is evident from 
the list of six textbooks chosen for this study. However, as recency 
of revision was considered a prune requisite in the selection of the 
textbooks, only those revised within the last five years were used for 
this study. 
Definition of Terms 
The ~~narj[ ~ Educationl defines junior busines~ training as 
follows: "a beginning subject in the field of business, generally 
offered in ••• the first year of a four-year high school. 11 
lc--ood, Carter v., Editor, DictionarY.. of Education, McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Hew York, 1945, P• 428. 
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According to the Dict ionary of Educationl the course in junior 
business training may be used as: 
••• an exploratory subj ect ~ intended to show whether 
students have the interests · and abilities that would warrant 
their s pecializing in business work, or a foundation course 
in preparat ion for t h e later study of more advanced commercial 
subjects~ es pecially bookkeeping; sometimes considered as a 
general i nformat ion subject, which is required of all high 
school students, both commercial and noncorrunercial. 
A s tandard page of narrative, us ed to measure the length of the 
textbooks used in t his study, consists of 400 words. This figure was 
arrived at by a-veraging a page of context of five of the six books 
used in this study. Thfl book, Elements of General Business., by 
Y illiarn :r.~ . Polishook, Clyde Beighey, and Howard E. 1\'heland, was not 
includ ed in this average because of its :.mique format, cons isting of 
a l arge , two-column page, tot a lly unlike the forrna·b of the other five 
textbooks. 
Organization of Study 
In Chapter I, the problem has been defi ned and delimited. 
Chapter II consist s of a reviaw of literature relat ed to the problem. 
Chapter III lists the detailed procedures used in this study, whil e 
Chapt er IV g ives t he analyses and interpretation of the date .• 
Chapter V contains the s1..un.mary., conclusions , and recoiDlnendat ions f or 
further study. 
libid., p . 428. 
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C!-IP..?TER II 
R :WIEJ OF RELATED LITERATURE 
·~1 any magazine articles have been written concernin:; t 1e c 1angi ng 
conc epts of junior business training~ i mproved rr.ethods of presenting 
the subject, a nd the future of junior business training in the cl.s..ssroom. 
Excluding t heses co ncerned with units on j unior business tr e. i n i ng , the 
actual re search in this field is rather limited . 
The lit er atur e r eviewed in this chapter consists of t hre e t heses, 
sections of three textbooks , and tl'l"o magazine articles concerned with 
junior business training textbook ana l ysis, the more important phases 
of r e lated t extbook research, and crit eria for textbook ana lysis. 
In her t hesis entitled A Compa~e.tive Study of Current Text books 
in Secr etarial Prac·cice ~ the Collage Level , !Eleanor Rosalette Truelll 
ane.ly zed the content of six college secretarial practice textbooks on 
the basis of five major objectives . The se objectives included obtaining 
data on the pur poses of the textbooks, the secretarial duties discussed 
by each author, illustrations and teac hing aids appfH3.ring in the 
co ntflnt , and the char acter and personal tr a its emphasized by e ach author . 
Comparisons of secretarial duties and t r a its were mad e wi t h the C .. art ers 
and Vihit ley2 list. 
The results of t his com arison ind icated that duties lis t ed at11o ng 
lTruell, Eleanor _ os e.lette , A Comparative Study of Current Textboo s 
i n Secr etaria l Practice ~ t he College Level, Easter 'sThesis , Boston 
University, 1950, 90 PP• 
2charters~ Y\. Ti. and Y.'hit ley, I. B •• Analysis of SecrFJt ar i a l ' ut ias 
and Tr a its 1 Y"illiams and ;::i l ins Company 1 B·.ltinore .;-lt e.r~r l c.:r:Id, 19 24 .. 
183 PP• 
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the first 20 per c ent by Chart ers and fuit l ey were covered by most of 
the textbook aut hors. However , many duties vthich 'l'rere l ess often 
;_J erformed accord ing to Charters and lihit ley, and some which vrere very 
low in f requency of nerformt:mce # were included in the six t extbooks . 
Truel l concluded t hat secrete.rial pract ice textbooks were cons ider i ng 
the technical side of a secretary ' s vmrk, and so were ·wr it ten t o 
i n clude the secretarial position of an execut i ve nature. Character 
al'l..d personal t r aits were emphas ized generally in the textbooks anal y zed, 
and coincided with the traits l isted as des irable f or s ecretar i es in 
Charters a.."'ld ~· .. it l ey. 
Oonce r ni ng t he use o f illustrations , the author f ound, t hat fron 
the standpoint of quantity and quality, the books tended to have amp le 
illustrative material on l fltter writing , fili ng and i ndexing, business 
e..nd leg a l forms 1 and mac hines . Jl!o agree1r.ent was found to exist as to 
the use of questions , prob lems , and .rejects by the authors , who varied 
from " none of any kind to many of all k inds . 11 1 
Truel l recornmended for f urther study t hat a time anal ys is b e rnad e 
of duties presented in secretarial practice textbooks on the college 
level i n order to set an average pro j ec t-comp let ion time which vrou ld 
serve s a basis for dec iding upon the most appropriate l ength of such 
a course . .c"..lso ~ a r ecornmendation ws.s made for a current ane.l sis of 
secretarial dut ies to determine t heir frequency of performance . This 
analysis , the aut hor fe l t . would serve as a gu ide for the i nclusion of 
5 
t e t echnice,l phases of secretarial vrork in secretarial practice textbooks . 
lTruel l~ op . c it. , p . 87 . 
Robert E. Shee1.anl surveyed ac tivities provided for high schoo l 
students in eight workbooks in economic geography. Fi ve ob j ectives vrere 
used as criteria for conducting this study. These objectives included 
securing data for evaluating the content of workbooks , determi ni ng the 
extent to which ·workbooks can help pupils study more efficien'(jly, 
compar i ng activities found in workbooks ~ determining the teaching aids 
provided, end providing data t o help teachers interpret the physical 
const ruct io n of workbooks in economic geography . 
Of the 19 act i v ities used as a basis for his s urvey, Sheehan 
fo und that the complet ion exercise ., a~ounting to 36 per cent of all 
activities , was favored by the workbook authors . Twenty-six. per cent 
of the activities "Nere given over to study questions , and nine per 
cent to the listing of names , objects , products , and places. Map 
exercis!'ls ·were used by all authors ; gr aph and diagram eJcercises and 
photographs a}peared infr equent ly in the wor kbooks analyzed , indice.ti!.'_g 
that these activi·l; i 9s were co nsidered unimportant by the authors . 
Class reports 1N·ere used in six of the eight workbooks; ~harts,~ true -
false items , and gener a l activities appeared infrequently. 
The author made the following recom.nenda.tion: 
A time-analysis study should be made to bring out the 
differences in the r e lative amount of time that it requires 
high school students of economic geography to perform different 
activities , s uch as map completion and study questions . 2 
lsheehan~ Robert E. , An Ana1;ysis of Yifo rkbooks in Economic Geographi[_ .. 
·Master's Thesis , Boston University , 1949) 82 PP• 
2rbid., p . 78 . 
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11. Comparative Analvsis ;:,!._ ~ Recent High School Textbooks in 
~~~ ~;_a2n~~ was vn-itten in 1946 by Clark Leo Swisher.l This 
study was concerned with two phases of junior business training 
tex tbook analysis at the ninth-grade level: 
1. _illJ.alysis of subject matter cont ent and teaching aids 
2. Orga.nization of the textbooks for teaching 
The author used a master check list composed of 17 main topics 
as the basis for a comparison of the number of pages devoted to vrritten 
content~ illustrations 1 and teaching aids in each of the six textbooks 
used in the study . Also, the adequacy of topical presentation in each 
of the textbooks ;,-as discussed. 
In addition to an analysis of content, a comprehensive comparison 
was made of the organization of the textbooks for teaching purposes 1 
and of the devices used to present the subject matter. 
However, as the author s'c;ated 1 11 Uo attempt has been made to 
evaluate the textbooks on a comparative basis. 112 In this regards 
Swisher compared the method of presentation of each of the check-list 
topics in the textbooks e,nalyzed. 
Herbert A. Tonne, author of Principles £! Busi~ ~cation, lists 
the following topics as "found in six recently published textbooks in 
junior business :n3 
________ , ___  
lswisher, Clark Leo, A Comparative Analysis ~~Recent High 
School Textbooks in Business Traini~, Master's Thesis~ University of 
South Dakota, 1946; 69 PP• 
2rbid., P• 2. 
STonne, Herbert A., Principles of Business Education, The Gregg 
Publishing Company, New York~ 1.947 1 P: 379. 
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General Business Info rmation 
\','hat business is 
How to get a job 
Guidance in business 
Banks 
Business et hics 
Thrift 
Use of advertising 
!\1ethods of payment 
Mail 
Tele;_::>hone 
Telegraph 
Personal budgets 
Filing 
Billing clerk 
Cashier 1 s clerk 
File clerk 
Ledger clerk 
Mail clerk 
Communication 
Business forms 
Insurance 
Business law 
Reference books 
Purchasing 
Elementary arithmetic 
Managing and organizing 
Travel 
Sending money 
Radio 
Record Keeping 
Cashbook 
Elementary bookkeeping 
Occupational 1/.!:aterial 
Messenger or office boy 
Salesclerk 
Shipping clerk 
Stock clerkl 
According to Tonne, the above list contains some t opics of 
questionable value to ninth- grade pupils in relation to the present 
economic situation. A further criticism of the textbooks indicates lack 
of agreeBent in the runount of time to be s pent on a topic and in the 
proper sequence of topics in each book. 1~ interesting comparison 
could be made between the textbooks chosen for this study, and those 
reported on by Tonne. 
8 
The data obtained by Alvin -w. Iviusgrave2 as a result of an exami nation 
lrbid. , P• 379. 
~.[us grave, Al vin Tf., "Junior Business Training Materials 1 11 The 
Journal of Business Educat ion, June, 1945, pp . 23-24. 
of 15 textbooks in junior bus i ness training ~ all published since 19221 
are in direct contrast to Herbert A. Tonne's s \.um::.arization of current 
junior business training subject matter. The author found the following 
topics to be listed in a majority of the 15 textbooks analyzed: 
Topic Ho . of Books 
-----
Perc entage 
Travel 15 100. 00 
Banking 14 93 . 33 
Filing 14 93 . 33 
I nsurance 14 93 . 33 
Shipping 14 93 . 33 
Telegraph Service 14 93 . 33 
Telephone Servi ce 14 93 . 33 
Introduction to Business 13 86 . 67 
I!Iail Service 13 86.67 
Money 13 86 . 67 
Business Organization and 
:Management 11 73.33 
Finding Employment 11 73 . 33 
Orders t:~.nd Purchases 10 66 . 67 
Selling 10 66 . 67 
Bus iness Letters 9 60 . 00 
Personal Business Activities 9 60 . 00 
Thrift 9 60 . 00 
Budge·bs 8 53. 33 
Kinds of Businesses 8 53.33 
Business Law 8 53.331 
Topics found exclusively in only one of the 15 textbooks were:. 
Automobile Insurance 
Bonds 
Business Competition 
Business Life at School 
Bus iness and Society 
Business Surveys 
Business World 
Cons er·va t ion 
Civil Service 
Cooperation and Civilization 
Employee in Business 
Entertainment Industries 
Etiquet·ce 
Farming 
1
-b · d 23 ll. ·~P'· • 
i'!I arketing 
Hare Power to Business 
Office Machines 
~Nners of Business 
Primary Consumers 1 Goods 
Production 
Products 
Profits 
Rewards of Service 
Service Industries 
Shorthand 
Social Benefits of Business 
Statements 
Stocks 
9 
G-etting Along vvith People 
Grov.rth of American Business 
1\'l anuf e.c turing 
Stock Exchange 
Trade 
Wage Earningl 
division of the 15 textbooks into two groups , (1) those published 
prior to 1931, and (2) those published during or since 1931, revealed a 
total of 11 topics appearing in the latter group only. These topics 
were: budgets~ conLmunication (gen~ral treatment ), consumer buying, 
credi t 7 gover:n.men'c and business , home management , meaning of business, 
office procedures ~ payments , personal obligations , and planning. 
Musgrave stat es t hat recent junior business training textbooks 
have veered in 'bhe direction of gflneral education and "consu.rnership, " 
in contrast to the older books publis hed prior to 1931, which attempted 
to prepare students for business employment . Proof of this stat'3utent 
is given by means of a random comparison of illustrations appearing in 
tvro groups of three books each. Illustrations chosen at random from 
three junior business training bo oks published in 1923~ 1925 , and 1926 
point towards the technical , job - training phases of business tre.ining, 
while those selected from textbooks published in 1939 and 1941 indicate 
the current business-information and conswner-education phases of 
business activity. 
Illustrations Picked at Random from Three Junior Business 
Training Textbooks Published in 1923~ 1925J and 1926 
.Addressograph 
A bank book 
A telegram 
A vertical file 
n invoice 
1 I ' ·' 2" o ~a. , P• v• 
Title of Illustration 
Filing cabinet 
Fo lder 
Folding a business letter 
Envelope 
J ournal page 
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~1_~ of Illustrat~ ( Continued ) 
Card index 
Cash accoun·l; 
Certificate of depos i t 
Certified check 
Dated memo book 
Dr awer for f ile 
Declaration of baggage value 
Express money order 
Express shipping receipt 
Expr ess receipt 
Ledger 
Payroll bank sli~ 
Personal cash record 
Sales book 
Sales order 
Tabs 
Shipping tag 
Tickler f ile 
Time clock 
Telephone bill l 
Illustrat ions Picked at Rand om from T!~ee Junior Business 
Traini ng Textbooks Publis hed in 1939 end 1941 
Title of Illustration 
A modern ki tchen 
Bank note 
Broadcasting s·(;udio 
Char t of business organization 
Consulting a spec ialist 
Cash register 
Chart of retail store 
organization 
Dialing a telephone nQmber 
Dining room of a steamship 
Eexly country store 
Government inspector 
Interior of a bank 
Kansas farm scene 
Labels for express packages 
Making a bank deposit 
N. Y. Harbor 
N. Y. Stock - c. change 
Pass book 
Retail training class 
Regi ster ing at a hotel 
Sealing and stamping machine 
Shopping district 
Street scene 
Telephone pay station 
Telephone switchboard operators 
Using the telephone direc tory 
Tr ade acceptance 
Teletypewriter in action 
Vacation crowd 
Visib l e file2 
An i mportant phase of junior bus iness textbo ok analysis concerns 
the methods and procedures used to examine the books. Of the textbook , 
the Amer ican Textbook Publis hers I nstitute3 states: 
The modern textbook is mort:~ and more thought of as an 
"ass is tant teacher in pr int." I t is the author's effort to 
2Ibid.# P.• 24. 
3The American Textbook Pub lishers Institute , Textbook~ in Educat ion # 
Hew York~ 1949, P• 5. 
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enter the classroom as personally as the pages of a book vvill 
permit. He sets up as clearly as possible the aims which his 
teaching is to accomplish-""'Wvhether ·bo develop skills 1 
understandings , or attitudes, or some of a ll three. Then he 
draws on all his experience as a teacher to meet the goals he 
has set for himself. 
Evelyn F. CarlsoP) Principal of the Carter School in Chicago , 
and member of the Textbook Selection Com .. l:tittee for the Chic ago Schools_, 
r.takes the fo llowing statemeniB about the v a lue of the textbook as a 
teaching tool: 
Jud icious ly used_, the textbook ''Till improve teaching as 
well as learning. 
There is ample evidence in the writings of authorit ies 
in the different subject fields that the textbook used in 
a flexible manner is and should be one of the basic tools 
of ins·truction. 
If textbooks are such valuable teaching aids , then 
adequate thought must be given to the criteria for selecting 
them. 
Carlson continues by saying, ""The actual content and its arrangement 
12 
will be the most important single criterion,"2 and considers the following 
factors as essential in analyzing textbooks: 
1. The format 
Binding 
Quality of paper 
Size of type 
Leading (s pace betvfeen lines) 
~;i argins 
Size of book 
Illustrations 
l carlson _, Eve lyn F., "'Criteria fo r Analyzing and Evaluat i ng 
Textbooks, " The I nstructor. 11arch , 1951~ p . 9. 
2Jbid . I P• 9. 
2. Instructional a id s 
Table of contents 
Lists of tables and figures 
Gl ossaries 
Appendices 
Li ds at beginning and end of chapters 
Pictures and charts 
Sources of' ou·i.;side read i ng and v i sual a ids 
Quest i ons ., surnrr,ar ifls_, and act i vi t ies at end of chapters 
3. i\_uthor 1 s qualific ations 
Training and experience in the field 
Philosophy of vrriting 
Style of writ i ng 
4 . Publisher and the publication 
Reputation 
Descriptive title of book 
Copyright or revision date 
5. The content 
Nature and arrangement 
Bas ic tie-in with psychology of learning 
Need s of society 
Object ives of the sub j ect 
Ueeds of the le arner l 
In conclusion., the author sta.tes: 
••• basic to all of these requirements is the need tar 
accurate and reliable data~ for a wise balance in the amount of 
space devoted to various concepts., for an adequate number of 
fine illustrations., and for the appropriateness of the content 
to the course of study.2 
John Add ison Cl ement., author of Manual for ~yzj.:E,& ~ Selecting 
Textbooks, suggests that the followine; po ints be carefully considered: 
1. Authorship 
Point of vi~; relative to subjec·b 
Specified reasons f or ·wr i t i ng the textbook 
l r bid • ., pp. 9 and 12. 
2Ibid . ~ P• 12. 
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Nature and recency of training and experience 
/lethod employed i n 1:n• iting book 
Style and inte lligibility of content presentation 
2. Nature and organization of instructional materials 
Aims and influences affecting the book 
Specific organization and arrangement of subject matter 
Proportion of emphasis and accuracy 
Illustrative materials 
Suitability to local conditions 
3. Instructional aids 
Within textbook 
Table of contents 
Tables 
Charts 
Diagrams 
Questions 
Outlines 
Summaries 
Problems 
Exercises 
DrHls 
Indices 
Appendices 
Glossaries 
Supplementary to textbook 
Reference lists 
Vforkbooks 
Teachers' manuals 
Suggested visual aids 
Suggested field trips 
4. Mechanical features and format 
Size 
Binding 
~uali'tiy of paper 
General typography 
Plac ement of graphic representat ions 
5. Items r elated to the publication and the publisher 
Date of original publication 
Revised edition 
14 
15 
Nrune of textbook 
Advertising of naw books through writeups and personal sales workl 
Jl.n examination of criteria for textbook analysis., as given by both 
Carlson and Clement, indicates a decided agreement in factors to be 
considered in textbook study. The writer 's problem was ma inly one of 
subject mat ter, illustrati ons , questi ons, problems~ and exercises . For 
this reason, other criteria given in the preceding lists Yvere not 
considered in this study. 
The revimved theses, textbooks, and magazine articles in this 
chapter have set forth summaries and conclusions relat ive to college 
secretarial practice textbooks 1 economic beography workbooks . junior 
business training textbooks, and criteria to be used in analyzing 
textbooks. 
Chapter III lists the steps and procedures used in analyzing 
the content, illustrations., questio ns , problems, and exercises of the 
six selected junior business training textbooks. 
lclement, John Addison, Manual for Analyz ing and Selecting 
Textbooks~ The Garrard Press, Illinois, 1942, PP• 56-64. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES USED IN SOLVING THE PROBLEM 
The problem of this study was to make a comparative analysis of 
six selected textbooks in junior business training. 
The following procedures were used in conducting this study: 
1. Related literature. consisting of theses, textbooks, and 
magazine articles concerned with textbook analysis, was investigated 
to obtain a background for this study. 
2. The Cumulative Book Indexl was revi~ed to determine all 
textbooks written on junior business training since 1946. P~so, as a 
double-check, The American Educational Catalog2 was revi~ed for a 
listing of junior business training textbooks published sincA 1946. 
3. The six textbooks used in this analysis were; 
Introduction to Business. by John G. Kirk, Harold B. Buckley. 
and Mary A. Waesch6; The John c. Winston Company • Philadelphia. 
1948. 512 PP• 
General Business. by Ernest H. Crabbe and Paul L. Salsgiver, 
South::Western Publishing Company, Cincinnati, 1951, 662 PP• 
Our Business Life, by Lloyd L. Jones, 'I'he Gregg Publishing 
Company, New York. 1948, 563 PP• 
Junior Business Training ~ Economic Living. by Frederick G. 
Nichols, knerican Book Company, N~ York, 1946, 690 PP• 
Introduction to Business. by Clinton A. Reed and v. James Morgan, 
Allyn and Bacon, Boston, 1948, 555 PP• 
lGrossman. Regina Goldman and Thompson, Nina R., Editors, The 
Cumulative ~ Index, The H. w. Uilson Co., New York., 1946 to d"ate • . 
2Publishers• Weekly., The American Educational Catalog., R. R. Bowker 
Co • ., Publishers, New York, 194s-t0 date. 
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Element s of Ge neral Bus iness , by \iilliam .J.. . Po lishook, 
Cl yde Beit,hey, """'"imd Ho-v1ard · . • 'I neland , Ginn and Company , New York, 
1949 , 389 PP • 
4 . T .. e l: reface of eac h textbook vras carefully analyzed to determine 
the ob jectives s et fo r t h by the a uthors. T ·1ese objectives wer e t abulated 
i nto t ab l e fo rm. 
5 . Each t extbook vro..s analyzed for topical co ntent, and a check 
list was prepared after exarni ning the main t opics , c ha ter he d ings, 
unit headings . and subtopics in each book. 
6 . Us i ng the chec k list , a d etailed anal ysis of the six books "!las 
mad e. Eac h of the main top ics was subdivid ed i nto subtopics f or 
tabul at ion and compar ison purposes . 
7 . Thfl number of words devoted to each topic was determined, and 
a standard pa-t;e of 400 words was usAd to asc ert a i n the total number of 
pages d evot ed to to p ics in each book. 
8 . The use of illustrat i ons in eac textbook v1as des i gnat ed by 
p l acing t he lott~r " I " on t he t abu l ar f'orm bes id e the illustrat ed 
to p ic . 
9. The gu Astions , prob l ems , and exercises ,Ner e anal y zed and 
classified by nu.mber under t he designated to p ics of the check list. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSES AND I11TERPRETATIONS OF DATA 
The purposes of the authors for writing each textbook, as expressed 
in the prefaces, are given in Table I. The topics appearing in the 
content of a junior business training textbook are analyzed in Tables II 
to 1.'"VIII, inclusive. Table XIX shows a breakdown of the number and 
types of questions, problems, and exercises appearing in the textbooks. 
The prefaces of each textbook were carefully examined to determine 
the objectives serving as a basis for the 'v.riting of each book. These 
objectives were then set forth in table form. 
Table I indicates the purposes of the authors, as expressed in 
each textbook. Expressed purposes onl;~r are included in this table. 
No provision was made for inclusion of any purposes that may have been 
implied by any of the authors. 
All authors agree on one purpose only, that of enabling students 
to gain a knowledge and understanding of business of value to them in 
their personal, family, and community lives. 
Four authors agree on the purpose of improving aritb~etic and 
hand•vriting skills. 
The contribution of the course in junior business training to 
intelligent economic citizenship is expressed by Crabbe-Salsgiver,l 
Nichols, Jonfils, and Polishook-Beighey-'\'fueland. 
Crabbe-Salsgiver, Jones, and Reed-rt:organ agree on the presentation 
l"Jhen tvm or more authors have colle.borated in the ·writing of a 
textbook, the author group is hyphenated for ease of discussion in the 
context. 
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TAB LE I . PURPOSES OF AUTHORS jiJ3 EXPRESSED I U PREFACE 
Author of the Textbook 
Purposes Kirk- Po l ishook-
Buckley- Crabb e- Reed - eighey-
'\ifae s c h e Salsg iver Jones 1 ichols ~,:organ ··lhel and 
1. To contr i but e to 
i ntelligent economic 
cit izenship 
2. To enable stude nt s to 
gain a kn~;ledge and 
unders t anding of 
business of value to 
them i n their personal 3 
family ~ a nd corrlli~unity 
lives * 
3. To present a modern, 
up-to-da.te textbook , 
that conforms to the 
l a:b est bus i nes s 
practices 
4 . To stimula te the 
improve!llent of 
ari tbmetic a nd 
handvrrit ing sl::ills 
5. To provide vocational 
training f or t he 
stud ent who is forced 
to l eave h i gh school 
befor e graduation 
6 . To pr ov i de educ ational 
and vocat ione.l 
guidance for s tudents 
·rrho may be i nteres t ed 
in pur s u i ng a bus iness 
c 8..reer 
* 
*l 
* 
* 
* 
* * * 
* * * * 
* * 
* * * 
* 
* * * 
1Re e.d as follows: The purpose , "To oontr~.huta to intelligent e conomic 
citizenshi p , 11 is st at ed in the prefac e of the textbooks by Crabbe- SB.ls :; i ver, 
Jo nes , IJi chols , e.nd Polishook-Beighey-·~· .1e l and . 
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of an up-to-date textbook that conforms to the latest business 
practices. 
The provision of vocational training for the student who is forced 
to leave high school before graduation is expressed by Jones only. 
The provision of educational and vocational guidance for students 
interested in a business career is included by all authors except 
Reed-Morgan. 
Summary: The purposes of a junior business training textbook., as 
set forth by all authors of the six textbooks analyzed, are not included 
by any individual author. All purposes combined are as follows: 
1. To contribute to intelligent economic citizenship 
2. To enable students to gain a knowledge and understanding of 
business of value to them in their personal, family, and community 
lives 
3. To present a modern, up-to-date textbook that conforms to the 
latest business practices 
4. To stimulate the improvement of arithmetic and handv~iting 
skills 
5. To provide vocational training for the student who is forced 
to leave high school before graduation 
6. To provide educational and vocational guidance for students 
who may be interested in pursuing a business career 
1\n analysis was made of the content of each textbook to determine 
the topics covered by each author. As a result, sixteen main topics, 
comprising the content of a junior business training textbook, ·were 
found to be covered in vexying degrees by the authors, and were set up 
in separate tables. 
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The sixteen main topics shown by tables were as follows: 
1. Nature and scope of junior business training 
2. Finance 
3. Tb.rift and budgeting 
4. Savings and investments 
5. Insurance 
6. Travel 
7. Communication 
8. Trans portation 
9. Information, filing, and indexing 
10. Merchandising 
n. Business organization and management 
12. Business ethics 
13. Business law 
14. Choice of an occupation 
15. Taxation 
16. The government and business 
A word count was then taken for eac h of the sixteen main topics. 
This necessitated t he use in each tabla of many subordinate topics 
re l ated to the main topic, as sho\vn i n Tables II to XVII. The number 
of words devoted to each subordinate topic is shovTil under each author's 
nmne in the column opposite that topic. In some cases, an asterisk 
is shown~ 1'rhen such brief mention was made of the topic appearing in 
context with other material in a textbook, t hat it ·was not possible to 
segregat e this topic. 
"lhenever vrord counts are given for the first subordinate topics 1 
as well as for f ur ther subdivisions, the numbers of words given 
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indicate materi a l regarding the main subordinate to pic other than as 
designated for other subdivis ions. Yihenever numbers of wo rd s ar e 
shown above the fir st subordins.t e topic~ these Y!Ords represent ge neral 
mater i a l on the main topic in addit ion to the vrord counts g i ven for 
each of the topics i n the tab le. 
'J' 1e 'Gotal nu.rnber o f vrords devo ted to each mai n cl assifi c at ion by 
eac h author is shovvn at t he end of t1 ch tab le in the appro ~ r i ate 
column under the aut hor r s name . 
· .. benever a top ic vras illustrated in any textbook, the 1 tte · 
11 1 11 vras olaced besidA the n rune of ·bhe topic and the number of vrords 
devoted to the t opic. 
Nature and Scope of J uni or Bus ines s Training 
The firs t division of the c heck l ist used in t he analysis of six 
junior business training textbooks is 11 :N£1.ture and Scope of Junior 
Busi 1ess Trai ni ng ." .JI_lthough of a r ather gener a l nature, t hi s to p ic 
includes i ntroductory mat er i a l for the course in gener a l b usiness # 
the mean ing B.nd purpose of bus iness , and the studF.tnt 1 s co ntac t wi th 
business activit i es in the home , t: e schoo l., and. the corrllnunity . 
Table II ind i cat es that a ll authors hand le the i ntroductory 
material quite adequately ~ with Nicho ls, Polishook- Be i ghey-i.·.ne l and 1 1 
and J ones g iving more d et a iled trAa t nent t 1an the other aut 1ors . 
These authors devote 2, 829 , 2,158 , and 11 698 words , respective l y , to 
1 en two or more authors have co ll s.borated in the 'V!riting of a 
textbook. the a uthor group is hyphenat ed for ease of discuss ion in t he 
conte t . 
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TABLE II. NATURE MID SCOPE OF JUNIOR BUSINESS TR ... AINING 
.l\.t,rt;hor of the Textbook 
Kirk- Polishook-
Top ics 
I ntroduction 
Me aning of business 
Satisfaction of 
needs and vre.nts 
Business agencies 
and services 
Int erdepe nde nc e of 
business 
Student co ntact 
with business 
Home 
School 
Cornmuni ty 
Economic living 
Totals 
Buckley- Crabbe-
Waesche Salsg iver Jones 'ichcls 
Hds: Ill: ,.Tds: Ill: Wds: Ill :Hds: Ill: 
435 832. I 
180 I 
726 I 
* 
116 1033 I 
177 I 
1454 2045 
1698 I 2829 I 
112 * 
207 968 I 
467 I * 
106 
265 I 
I 
79 I 
2934 
15654 I 
19451 
Reed - Beighey-
Morgan 11lheland 
V: ds: Ill :Wds: Ill :l 
335 I 215B I 
58 * 
* * 
581 I 172 
175 I 
258 I 
170 
283 I 
1860 
267 
207 I 
2804 
1"1'.ds 11 is used for words # and " Ill" for illustrations. The letter "I" 
i~ used to designate that the topic is illustrated. 
2JI..n asterisk indic ates that the to pic is mentioned briefly in the 
context . 
this topic • 
. The meaning and pt~pose of business are discus s ed in three of the 
books, and mentioned briefly in the others. Only the Crabbe-Salsgiver 
book illustrates this topic. 
The book by Kirk-Buckley-1Vaesche and the book by Nichols include 
a thorough tree.tment of the satisfaction of wants and needs through 
business activities. Business agencies and services are discussed by 
five of the authors. The most complete presentation~ both from the 
point of vi~• of narrative and illustration, is given by Crabbe-
Salsgiver, who devote lj033 words to this topic. 
Only Jones and Reed-Morgan treat the subject of student contact 
with business in the home, the school, and the community, with 
Polishook-Beighey-Yfueland gi ving consideration to the community. 
Illustrations on this subject by Jones and Reed~~organ are particularly 
effective. 
Nichols is the only author to consider thoroughly the topic of 
economic living in all its phases, namely, the benefits of economic 
living to the individual in business, in the family, and in society. 
Nichols devotes 15,654 words to this topic, as against 11~097 words 
devoted by the remaining five authors to all the topics contained in 
Table II . This indicates the importance that Nichols attaches to the 
subject of economic living. 
Finance 
Table III shows the extent to which finance is discussed by the 
authors. This subject has three major topics:. money, banking, and 
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TABLE III. FI U/I_.rTCE 
Author of the Textbook 
Kirk- Polis hook-
Topi cs Buckley- Crabbe- Reed - Beighey-
Haesche Sals g; iver Jones Nichols Mort£ an 'ifl'h eland 
Wds: Ill: 'r{ds: Ill: lfd s : Il l : Yld s : Il l : \v-ds: Ill :Wds : Ill : 
1233 rl 71 78 
on ey 229 538 3728 I 511 
Barter 62 111 I 163 219 I 165 I 
*' 
I 
Defi nition and 
history of money 236 231 I 283 I 473 I 235 I 1109 I 
Uses of mo ney 201 I 156 1545 I 
Ki nds of n on ey 188 I 159 I 28 6 I 942. I 358 I 
Characteristics of 
money 297 I 522. 
G-enuine 237 I 
Counterfeit 185 I 157 I 226 
Handling and 
counting money 366 I 941 I 913 I 
Substit utes for 
IDOl'!Ely 230 I 138 494 251 190 
Postal money 
order 163 I "LL'? .::> ..... I 332 I 1069 I 61 I 302 I 
Postal note 97 242 I 320 48 406 
Expres s money 
ord er 104 I 286 I 78 I 70 140 I 90 I 
Telegraph money 
order 193 I 30 156 137 76 I 153 I 
_ e g i st ered 
letter 33 280 I 142 I 993 
* * 
I 
Perso nal c heck 218 I 
* * 
182 
* * Ba!'l.J: draft 136 I 112 I 33 I 308 I 101 I 274 I 
Reg is ter check 179 I 53 I 
Certified c heck 114 140 I 69 I 726 I 95 I 209 I 
Cashier 's check 1 63 59 I 42 I 67 I 125 I 
Certificate of 
depos it 75 I 398 I 104 I 234 I 
Traveler ' s c heck 
* 
216 I 239 I 
* * 
75 I 
Letter of credit 
* 
147 
* * 
1The figure ~ 1233~ refers t o t he number of words pr e s ented relating to 
the main classification of' to p ic other t han the subdivisions a s listed . 
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Tl\l3 LE III CONTHWED. FIJ:JANCE 
ll..uthor of the Textbook 
Kirk- Polishook-
Top ics Buckley- Crabbe- Reed - Be i ghey-
Waesche Salsgiver Jones Hichols ~·.'forgan . ~11a land 
";ids :.Ill : 1'rds: Ill : Vids: Ill :Wds: Ill: Tld s : I 11 : Vfd s : I 11 : 
Banking 318 I 263 
Development of 
banki ng 273 349 I 431 I 
Ki nds of banks 636 I 364 I 544 I 336 257 I 298 I 
Services of bw..ks 289 I 933 I 148 1029 I 1962 I 1254 I 
Bank accounts 228 1240 I 143 I 
Checking 1499 I 1628 I 374 I 425 I 1952 I 500 I 
Saving I 280 I 153 
Uses of c hecks 166 137 148 I 
1fi 'riting and care 
of c hec ks 863 I 3471 I 1933 I 1004 I 632 I 1218 I 
Trans fer of checks 375 I 976 I 1060 I 491 I 692 I 311 I 
Clearing house 276 I 560 I 1.86 89 
Bank statement and 
reco nciliation 439 I 1280 I 692 I 831 I 614 I 486 I 
Credit 618 I 1461 I 370 
I·.1eaning of credit 68 260 110 I 524 I 382 I 160 
Reasons for credit 303 901 I 326 438 704 
Credit information 
and rating 257 642 I 201 239 233 I 760 I 
C1·edit offered to 
busines smen 324 I 
Prornissary note 582 I 1130 I 854 I 578 I 217 795 I 
I nterest 
* 
1513 I 1321 I 
* 445 I Discount 196 132 628 I 
* * 
Co llateral note 59 59 
* Commercial draft 224 I 272 I 170 I 
Trade acceptance 93 I 166 I 
Topics 
Credit offered 
to consumers 
Charge account 
Installment 
buying 
Activities of 
small-loan 
agencies 
Totals 
TABLE III C0 1IT'H iU:ED . FINANCE 
Author of the Textbook 
Kirk-
Buckley- Crabbe-
Yfaesche Salsgiver Jones Nichols 
Wds:.Ill: Wds:.Ill: Wds :Ill:Vfds:Ill: 
44 
495 I 
* 
608 I 805 I 
509 I 1819 I 743 I 449 I 
1340 I 258 
10926 21460 16662: 20362 
Polis hook-
Reed- Beighey-
Morgan W:rJ.eland 
'Vfds: Ill :.,'!ds: I 11: 
615 I 786 I 
606 I 803 I 
1309 I 
10888 16535 
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credit. All are treated fully in the textbooks analyzed. 
The topic, money, involves a discussion of barter and the definition 
and history of money. Both are well handled by all of the authors., with 
Nichols giving a particularly complete account of money as a mediu..m of 
e:<change, and as a measure and storehouse of value. Polishook-Beighey-
Yfueland present a well-illustrated description of the history and 
development of money in America from colo nial times to the present., 
and devote from two to four times as much space to this topic as the 
other aut hors do. 
Although the subjects of handling and counting money, and 
detecting counterfeit coins are considered important topics for a 
course in junior business training~ only three authors give any 
consideration to them. The Jones book gives a well-illustrated account 
of all the phases of making change, counting and wrapping money., and 
recognizing counterfeit money, and devotes 941 words to this subject, 
as compared with 913 words used by Polishook-Beighey-~~eland. 
The numerous substitutes for money are well presented and 
illustrated by all authors. The forms most frequently illustrated 
are the receipt for registered mail., application for a postal money 
order., postal money order, express money order, telegraph money 
order, bank draft., certified check, and cashier's check. The 
illustrations on money substitutes in the book by Polishook-Beighey-
Vfueland are superior to those of the other books. 
The major phases of bankil'l..g are concerned with the opening and 
use of a checking acconnt, and with the writing and transfer of checks. 
An analysis of Table III indicates that banking is given a 
detailed presentation by all authors from the point of view of narrative 
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and illustration. A comparison of the treatment of the material in the 
textbooks indicates the degree to which various authors present important 
phases of this topic. Kirk-Buckley-Vfaesche offer some good rules for 
check writing. Crabbe-Salsgiver and Jones give the most detailed 
presentation of the writing and care of checks, using 3,471 and 1~933 
words, respectively, on this subjectw Both Polishook-Beighey-ifueland 
and Crabbe-Salsgiver explain and illustrate check endorsements 
effectively. Crabbe-Salsgiver treat the clearing house in a clear 
and lucid fashion by demonstrating the path traveled by a check from 
the time it is issued until it is cleared in small towns and large 
cities alike. An explanation of the use of ·bhe federal reserve 
banks in clearing checks is also given. The reconciliation of the 
bank statement is also thoroughly presented by Crabbe-Salsgiver 1 vrho 
devote 1,280 words to this topic .. 
The subject of credit is presented in varying patterns by the 
authors. All authors discuss the meaning of credit, and the necessity 
for adequate credit information. 
I nterest and discount on promissary notes are discussed by three 
authors, and mentioned briefly by the remaining three. Only Kirk-
Buckley-Waesche and Jones discuss the use of the trade acceptanQe. The 
collateral note and corrw1ercial draft are considered by Kirk-Buckley-
Waesche ~ Jones, and Polishook-Beighey-~beland. Nichols is noticeably 
lacking in any discussion of credit offered to businessmen~ other than 
the promissary note. 
All authors treat the forms of consumer credit, the charge account 
and installment purchase. Reed-Morgan a..'rld Kirk-Buckley-Yiaesche 
thoroughly explain and illustrate the charge account forms. 
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Cr abbe-S als g i ver devo t e 1 , 819 words to a thorough explanation of 
installment buyi ng . 
The act iv i ties of small-loan agencie s are covered by Cr abbe-
Salsgiver , Jones , and Polishook-Be i ghey-rihe l and . Crabbe-S alsgiver give 
a detailed explanation of the cost of a small l oan. Crabbe - Salsgiver 
and Pol:i.shook-Beighey-YD1e land use 1 ~ 3,10 and 1 , 309 words . 1·espectively, 
.for a d iscussion of the activities of s mal l-loan agenc ies. 
Thrift r,nd Bud get ing 
Tab le I V presents t __ e tre at ment in each textbo ok of thrift and 
budget records . 
All authors har>dle the 1mdgeti ng of money and However , 
o nly complete c ons ideration g iven t o tb•ift in t he us e of energy, 
heal th ., Jroperty, and nat ural res ources i s given by Kirk- Buckley-
,.. ' 
.. s.esc,~.1e . The ir book also emphas ize s the development of thrift habits. 
Crabbe- Sal sgiver and Polishool - Beighey- \"J'heland co :nside1· t hrift with 
mo n ~r and time only. 
3nar:lies of t hr i ft , st;_ch as miserlinAs s and dawdling ~ are pre s ent ad 
i n the books by Nichols and Reed-!<!iorgan. Nichols 1 appr oach to the 
subj act of thr ift is one of great d<3tail--the problems t hat beset an 
individual l aunching a thr ift program are thoroughly cover0.d and vre ll 
illustra ted. Nic 10ls devote s 3~ 747 ·word s to the subject, enemies of 
thrift . 
I ndividual and family budgets ar(~ discussed arJ.cl. 8mply illustrated 
by a ll aut hor s , Trith the exc ept i on of Reed-Uorgan who do not consider 
the personal budget . However~ Reed-~ .. ~:organ devote a major p2..rt of their 
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T.AJ3LE I V. THRIFT AND BtJDGETING 
Author of the '.rextbook 
Ki rk- Polishook-
Topics Buckley- Crabbe- Reed - Beig hey-
1JJaesche Salsgiver Jones Nicho ls I.'Ior~an 'Vfueland 
Wds:Ill: VJds : Ill: 1Tds: Ill :"v\''ds: Ill: Yids: Ill :·Tds: Ill: 
97 3912 I 171 
Definition and 
purpo s e of thrift 473 I 117 93 I 603 256 I 340 
Thr ii't with : 
I'.1 oney 12.5 I 178 I 1430 I 801 I 284 I 235 
Time 359 I 75 116 175 478 I 355 I 
Energy 249 I 
* 
75 
Heal th 164 73 I 117 
Property 106 101 
* 
74 I 
Natural resources 199 724 I 
Miscellaneous 186 I 666 I 622 I 
Budget records 56 3965 I 655 I 
Personal 
Time 249 I 1009 I 
Income , expense , 
and savings 961 I 1754 I 10 22 I 866 I 119 I 
Family 223 I 1386 I 1033 I 245 I 2333 I 808 I 
Business 249 325 829 I 
Club 176 I 2671 I 
Development of 
tb..r5.f'l:; habits 1054 I 78 2 I 1242 I 
Enemies of thrift 3747 I 345 I 
Totals 4621 7288 4839 18028 4674 2683 
discussion on budget records to an explanation of the items that make 
up the family budget. Spacial emphasis is given t;o the personal and 
family budgets by Crabbe-Salsgiver, who use 1~754 and 1,386 words in 
their discussion of these two types of budget records. 
Kirk-Bucklay-Waesche present ten good suggestions for keeping a 
business budget. A detailed presentation of the budget records of a 
club is given and illustrated by Crabbe-Salsgiver. 
~~ analysis of Table IV indicates that~ of the six books surveyed , 
the Kirk-Bucklay-Waesche book presents the most complete over-all 
discussion of thrift and budgeting. 
Savings end Investments 
Table V treats the extent to which all authors emphasize savings 
and investments. 
Savings bank accounts, postal savings , and United States savings 
bonds are discussed in all of the books. The remaining topics are 
treated with varying degrees of emphasis. 
Kirk-Buckley-Waesche and Reed-Morgan discuss savings clubs. 
Only the books by Crabbe-Salsgiver and Polishook-Beighey-'\1'/heland devote 
material to credit unions. All the authors, with the exception of' 
Polishook- Beighey-Y/heland , discuss building and loan associations rum 
mutual savings banks. 
Of the four authors who mention the school savings bank, the 
greatest emphasis on this subject is given by Nichols , who devotes 776 
words to a discussion of this topic. On the other hand, types of 
investments are aL~ost completely neglected by Nichols. 
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T2:'\ELE V. SAVINGS A:ND Df\TEST.i•.[ENTS 
Author of t he Textbook 
Kirk- Polishook-
To p ics Buck l e y- Crabbe- Reed- Be i ghey-
Vfaesche Salsgiver Jones N"ichols Morgan \~1leland 
Wds : I ll: Wds: Ill: V'l'ds :_Ill :Wds: Ill : Wd s : I 11 : ~~ids : I 11 : 
-
1401 I 
Plan of a s avings 
program 1695 I 497 I 1264 I 297 429 
Se.vings b ank accounts 519 I 323 497 I 2442 I 1336 I 76 
Savings clubs 131 141 I 
Government a l a ids 
in s av- ing 69 
Postal savi ngs 97 I 252 I 301 181 204 294 
u. s. Savings Bonds 207 1009 I 
* 
166 77 I 302 
Other savings 
organizations 
Building and loan 
associations 684 443 I 696 I 215 250 
I•.hrl:;ua l savings 
banks 73 458 I 147 870 I 137 
Credit unio ns 344 403 
Cornmercie.l b anks 171 107 47 117 
School savings 
b a nks 255 I 181 77 6 I 
* 
I 
Qualities of a good 
investsent 1199 I 1223 I 617 I 
Types of investments 361 748 I 
Home 
* 
2641 I 
* * * 
3481 I 
Business 
* 
278 
I ns ur anc e 18 
* 
331 
Stocks 664 I 
* 
736 T 
* 
1682 I .L 
Eonds 187 I 
* 
220 
* 
1027 ... .L 
To t a ls 4464 7336 5353 7315 3106 8420 
Polishook-Beighey-'Vi11eland devote an entire chapter, consisting of 
3.,481 1:'0 rds, to home ownership. As e. preliminary feature of t his 
discussion, they present a frank colnr!tentary of living conditions in the 
homes of P.rnerica. The authors con·binue with an interesting resume of 
owning a home versus renting., and of the factors involved in building 
a home. An equally complete narration and illustration of buying 
stocks and bonds is presented in this textbook. 
Crabbe-Salsgiver also discuss home mvnership from the point of 
view of the costs incurred in such ownership by taxes, insurance., 
upkeep, depreciation, and interest . 
Investing in a business is presented by Jones and Polishook-
Beighey-Viheland only. 
Although each author discusses the subject of investments to 
some extent., only Kirk-Buckley-Waesche, Jones., and Reed-I·Eorgan 
consider the qualities of a good investment. Jonas gives the most 
complete explanation of this topic., amounting to 1,223 words. 
Insurance 
1\.n examination of Table VI indicates a most thorough coverage 
of the subject of insurance by all authors. A particularly complete, 
comprehensive, and carefully planned account of life, fire, automob ile., 
and other miscellaneous insurance is given by Jones. Kirk-Buckley-
Wa.esche present a concise, well-written account of insurance . 
Illustrations by Cr abbe-Salsgiver and Polishook-Beighey-~beland are 
good. 
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TiillLE VI . INS URANCE 
Author of the Textbook 
J{irk:- Polishook-
Topics Buckley- Crabbe- Reed- Beighey-
Waesche Salsgiver Jones Nichols dorgan Vfueland 
Y'ids: Ill: V'Jas: Ill: Wds: Ill :Wds: Ill: Wds : Ill:Wds: Ill: 
303 103 '1124 I 531 I 1124 
Principle of 
ins ur a..."lc e 1061 I 720 I 507 2559 I 672 I 862 I 
Life insurance 106 I 914 I 538 188 121 I 420 I 
Ins ur able interest *1 180 262 
* 
175 
Application for 
i nsur ance 412 131 I 86 476 2"ll.. 0~ I 
Costs of life 
insurance 163 1240 I 415 481 198 335 I 
Kinds of insurance 27 I 210 I 463 I 
Ordinary life 74 492 I 2'12 88 173 277 
Term 173 671 I 187 387 294 
Limited - payment 
life 110 145 138 201 201 201 
Endovnnent 107 247 18 2 178 158 341 
Group 177 268 
* 
99 
Industrial 108 235 
* 297 } .. nnuity 70 I 249 I 143 424 I 124 273 
Kinds oi' companies 63 167 135 407 
* 
40 2 
Settlement options 55 153 548 
* * Special policy 
provisions 389 415 1334 606 409 I 
Property insurance 153 I 389 272 I 
* 
280 I 2430 I 
Insurable i nterest 
* 
246 115 
* * 
316 
Coinsurance clause 127 339 I 68 329 
Proof of loss 221. I 476 I 251 I 
* 
157 265 I 
Automobile insurance 7 I 476 53 113 I 17 956 I 
Fir e and theft 32 
* 
75 23 100 104 
Comprehensive 234 128 
Collision 61 242 I 91 I 168 59 239 I 
Pro perty damage 25 140 81 112 97 38 
Public liability 43 62 348 I 378 86 77 
1An asterisk i ndicates t hat the topic is mentioned briefl y in the 
context. 
Topics 
t h er typ es of 
insurance 
Health and 
acc id ent 
~;orkmen' s 
compense:Gion 
Unemp loyme n·b 
Old age and 
survivor 
l• id e lity 
Credit 
ii ar i ne 
Title 
I.C ail, parcel 
pos t, express , 
freight 
To·i:;als 
TAB LE VI CONTINUED. II:ISURANCE 
Author of the Textbook 
Kil:.'k-
Buck ley- Cre.bbe-
Y!aesche Salsg iver 
Vkls : Ill: \ ;ds: Ill: 
141 510 I 
118 101 
80 158 I 
455 303 I 
117 
17 
64 
52 
10 
4874 9218 
17 
97 I 
227 
139 I 
46 
23 
53 
78 
92 
7685 
506 I 
128 
539 
9769 
Po lishoo k-
Reed - Bei~hey-
I.~organ Wha l and 
Ud s: Ill :·.:ds : Ill: 
92 164 I 
102 I 249 
388 
649 I 
102 
* 
3311 12177 
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Reed-T~Iorgan do not include term life insure.nc e . Kirk- Iluckley-
'\"{aesche and :Nichols do not discuss group life insuranc e . Reed -~ilorgan 
and Nichols do not include i ndustrial life insurance . 
Of the books analyzed , all exc ept Grabbe- Salsgiver di s cuss life 
i nsura nce policy settlement opt i ons and special policy prov isions. 
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The book ~y Grabbe-S alsgiver and the book by Polishook-Beighey-
Viheland discuss c omprehensive e..utomobile insuranc e. Ot her misc ellaneous 
t ypes of insuranc e a re covered f ully by Kirk-Buckley- Waesche and J ones , 
and for the most part, with t he exc ept i on of hea l t h .. e.ccident , vror kmen t s 
comp ensat ion , and unemploymant i nsur ance 6 are lacking in the other books . 
Polishook-Baighey-Y•J11el£-r..d devote 12 .. 177 ViOrds t o i nsur ance , a s 
compared wi th a range of' 3 .., 311 to 9 , 769 ·words d evoted t o this top i c by 
the o t her authors . Of the to t a l nu.rn.b er of words devoted t o Table ill 
by all authors , t he top i c, principle of i nsuranc e .. i s g i ven a t horough 
pres entation by l ichols and Ki rk- Buck ley-Waesche . These authors devote 
2 , 559 and 1,061 wor ds .. r es pec t i vely , to t his t opic. Al s o 6 Ni chols 
devotes lj334 Tmr ds to a d i scus s i on of s pecial l ife insur anc e pol i cy 
prov isions . 
The to pi c , c os t s of life insur ance , i s thorough l y covered by 
Gr abbe-S$.ls g i ver , who devote a t ot a l of 1 ,240 words t o t h is sub j ect , as 
compared with 1 , 592 word s used in t he ot her five books c ombined . 
Ordinary l i fe i ns uranc e is a l so well covered by Crabbe- Salsgi ver , 
who devote 492 'l·ro r ds to t h is topic , a s compar ed t o a ran6 e of fr om 
74 t o 277 words devoted t o ·this type of life insurance by the other 
E•uth.ors . 
Travel 
Tab le VII shows the extent to which travel is covered by the 
authors . .As a whole, this subject is thoro ughly treat ed and illustrated 
by all authors. 
The topic , methods of travel, is given a particularly thorough 
coverage by Reed-r,rorgan. The Reed~,1organ book also illustrates this 
subject very well . .t'l..ll authors give a detailed presentation of 
railroad travel. Particularly significant are the word counts of 
1,959, 1,312, and 1,212 devoted to the railroad as a method of travel 
by Reed~'¥Iorgan, Nichols, and Po lishook-Beighey-Y~baland. Also , 
Crabbe-S a lsgiver devote a tot a l of 1,362 and 1,239 words to the 
automobile and ship as methods of travel. 
L\n analysis of Table VII indicat es that Polishook- Beighey-
~~lli.eland do not include the history of travel or the travel facilities 
provided by the electric railway. Also, Crabbe-Salsgiver do not 
discuss the use of' the electric railway. Hotel f acilities for the 
traveler e~e not considered by Nichols. 
Only two authors, Kirk-Buckley-Y.faesche and Reed-Ivl"organ, discuss 
traveler 1 s insurance. 
Crabbe-S alsgiver feature the planning of a trip by automobile, 
bus, tra i n , and plane, and offer some excellent illust rat ions on this 
top ic. Nichols a lso emphasizes the planning of' a trip, and devotes 
1,494 words to this topic, as compared vrith 1,197 words used by 
Crabbe-Salsgiver . 
The topic, safety of travel, especio.ll:y· vlith r eference to 
automobile travel, is well treated by Jo nes and Crabbe-Salsg iver. 
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TP.J3LE VII . TRAVEL 
Author of the Textbook 
Kirk- Polishook-
Topics Buckley- Crabbe- Reed- Beighey-
Waes che Salsgiver ~Tones Nichols Morgan 7heland 
1'fds :.Ill: Vds:Ill: Wds: Ill :Wds: Ill: Wds: Ill :Wds: Ill: 
641 rl 
History of trave l 201 596 I 337 I 739 I 502 I 
Ift ethods of travel 352 . 1535 
Automob ile 433 1362 I 159 242 I 444 I 576 I 
Bus 146 I 128 160 I 136 I 440 I 274 I 
Electric railways 183 156 I 
* 
436 I 
Railroad 465 I 82.6 I 822 I 1312 I 1959 I 1212 I 
Airplane 77 I 125 I 97 I 356 I 645 I 351 I 
Ship 376 1239 I 199 I 224 I 847 I 1010 I 
Planning a trip 352 I 1197 I 954 I 1494 1043 I 865 I 
Services for 
travelers 
Travelers I Aid 
Society 80 80 78 77 120 I 120 
Travelers 1 money 447 I 300 I 65 659 I 260 I 488 
Hot el servi ces 411 I 652 I 476 I 1323 I 363 I 
Travelers 1 
insurance 60 19 
Others 682 I 779 I 661 I 1248 I 667 601 I 
Safety of travel 426 I 383 I 630 I 257 223 
* 
Totals 4339 8019 4794 8279 8948 6501 
1The figure , 641, refers to the number of words pres ented relating to 
the main classification of top ic other than the subdivisions as listed . 
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Kirk-Buckley-Wae sche a lso presc:mt this subject ·well, and include some 
worth-while mat er ial on common carrier liability. 
The discussion of the Traveler 's Aid Society is similar in all of 
the books. Kirk-Buckley-W'aesche and Crabbe -S alsgiver each devote 80 
words to this topic;, J ones and Nichols, 78 and 77 words respectively;. 
and Reed-Mor gan and Polishook-Beighey-Wneland , 120 >'rords each. 
Of the si:r.: books surveyed , the book by Reed-iiorgan gives the most 
comp lete treatment to travel. Hore than half of the 8 , 948 words used 
in the authors' d i scussion of travel are devoted to the topic, ~ethods 
of ·travel. In contrast, Kirlc-Buckley-Waesche devote only 4, 339 ;·mrds, 
or approximately half the Reed-Morgan total wordage, to a concise 
discussion of travel. 
Communicat i on 
Table VIII i ndicates the coverage of the sub ject, communication, 
in the textbooks analyzed. All authors consider this topic of great 
importance in a junior business training course., as evidenced by t he 
fact ·t;hat t hey devo ·be from 4,783 to 25,23 2 words to it. 
The mai n s ubtopics pres ented in a consideration of communication 
are the business letter 1 telephone , telegram, cablegram, and rs.diogram. 
Of these, the telephone i s given the best coverage. 
Nichols devotes more than one-third of his entire treatment of 
communi cation to the use of t he telephone, with special emphas is on 
methods of receiv ing and placing calls. Crabbe-Salsgiver emphasize the 
long-distance call, and devote approximately one-fourth of their 
material on the telephone to this topic. All authors illustrate types 
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TABLE VIII . COMMUNICATION 
Aut hor of the Textbook 
Kirk- Polis hook-
Topics Buckley- Crabbe- Reed - Beighey-
Waesche Sals~iver Jones Nichols Morf£an 1'1heland 
Wds :Ill : Wds:Ill: Wds: Ill :1ilds: Ill: Wds:Ill:Wds:Il1:l 
942 I 143 614 170 
Early means of 
communication 478 I 578 I 901 I 
* 
I 708 I 
* 
Importance of 
communication 320 I 394 126 
* 
I 156 159 
The business let ter 106 I 204 308 I 93 
Incoming mail 1161 I 210 I 140 
Plan of letter 1578 I 885 I 1218 I 1810 I 668 I 830 I 
Kinds of letters 403 I 
* 
1213 I 1690 I 
* 53 Care in preparation 239 538 1204 3119 242 I 114 
Preparation of 
outgoing mail 807 I 1602. I 1679 I 2709 I 917 I 473 I 
The telephone 157 I 194 I 205 I 527 277 I 128 
Types of service 673 I 370 I 524 I 1238 I 495 I 436 I 
Telephone 
directory 626 I 601 I 554 I 577 436 I 152 
Manual telephone 356 I 139 I 323 325 160 88 I 
Dial telephone 435 I 711 I 530 I 754 I 262 I 178 I 
Rece iving and 
plac i ng calls 501 I 790 I 421 I 3311 I 414 I 
* Long-distance 
calls 427 I 1056 I 370 I 469 386 513 I 
Special telephone 
services 389 I 274 161 I 700 897 I 124 
Telegrams 2.58 I 181 38 470 142 277 
Kinds 2.96 I 500 I 451 I 576 616 395 
Writing, sending, 
and receiving 
telegrams 1122 I 650 I 901 I 2529 I 366 I 327 I 
Cost of telegrams 556 I 534 412 1024 I 447 206 
Special telegraph 
servic es 637 I 518 I 330 I 1168 I 527 I 
111Wds 11 is used for words, e.nd "Ill" for illustrations . The letter " I II 
is u.sed to designate that the topic is illustrated. 
Topics 
Cablegrams 
Radiograms 
Radio 
Personal interview 
Newspapers., books ., 
and magazines 
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TABLE VIII C0 11TIN1JED. COME:1JNICATION 
Author of the Tex·bbook 
~K~ir~k~,_----------- Polishook-
Buckley- Crabbe- Reed- Beighey-
) aesche Salsgiver Jones Nichols 1'iorgan 'Vr..r1e land 
Wds : Ill~:-.l~d-s-:~I1ll~:~v~~~s-:~I~l~l~:-~~d~s~:I~l~l':--~~~d-s ~:I~l~l~:~·~~ s-:~I~l~l-:--
449 I 164 507 I 553 I 707 I 102 I 
85 I 
*" 
35 215 I 73 I 58 
99 
* 
336 I 169 I 
* 
3112 I 
* 
369 I 
* 
--- - --- - ------- --------
Totals 15051 10822 13468 25232 9667 4783 
===============================:::=:::::==========---~ -
of t elephone service and the di al telephone . 
The Jones book and the Nichols book give an excellent presentation 
of every to pic concerned vfith the business letter, and devote from 
one-third to one-half of their entire treatment of communication to 
this subject . Nichols uses 3,119 end 2,709 words for the topics, care 
in preparation of letters$ and preparation of outgoing mail. 
Four authors, J ones, Nichols , Reed-Horgan, and Kirk-Buckley-
17aesche, discuss the subject of the opening and distr ibution of incoming 
mail . 
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In the discussion of the telegram, the topic , •vriting, sending, and 
receiving telegrams, is given the most complete coverage, with ~chols 
devoting 2,529 ·words to it, as compared to 1,122 for Kirk-Buckley-
Waesche, 901 for Jones, 650 for Crabbe-Salsgiver, and 366 and 327 each 
for Reed~\lorgan and Polishook-Beighey-'lffueland. 
The most complete discussion of the cab legr am is given by Reed-
li!organ , who devote 707 words to this topic . Nichols gives the best 
coverage of the radiogre.m, using 215 words to discuss i t . Five authors 
consider the radio as a means of co~nu1rlcat ion~ three treat printed 
matter as a mediQ~ of communication. 
Only the Kirk-Buckley-Waesche book considers the use of the personal 
interview as a form of communication. The authors devote an entire 
chapter, 3$112 words, to a discussion of the personal qualities or 
"character factors " that he l p an individual meet and associate with 
others. 
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Transportation 
Table IX presents the _ treatment in each textbook of transportation 
by parcel post~ express~ and freight. Each of these three methods of 
shipping merchandise is considered from the point of view of r egulations 
and costs of shipment, preparation of packages for shipment., insurance, 
delivery of packages , and special services provided by the transportation 
companies. 
Although all authors cover trans port at ion~ Nichols devotes 10,634 
vrords, or from one-half to t hree-fourths more material to this topic 
than any of the other authors. Of this total, Nichols uses 1,705 words 
for clas ses of mail, 1~228 words for the preparation of express 
packages for shipment, and 1,143 words for the v~apping and addressing 
of parcel post packages. Of t he remaining authors, Jones devotes the 
smallest number of words, 4 1 786, to transportation, with Ellllphasis on 
classes of mail containing 1,305 words. 
As a preliminary introductio n to the use of parcel post, classes 
of mail are discussed and illustrated by all authors. Reed-Iv!:organ 
devote 1,825 words to this subject. 
The v~apping and packing of parcel post and express packages, and 
the bill of lading used in making freight shipments e~e well illustrated 
by the authors. Polishook-Beighey~Vheland present a thorough., well-
illustrated discussion of the procedure used in packing and labeling of 
parcel post, express, and freight shipments. 
Although Crabbe-Salsgiver handle the wrapping and packing of parcel 
post packages, yet, unlike the other authors, they do not mention the 
preparation of packages for shipment by express and freight. 
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TABLE LX. . TRANS FDRTATIO N 
Aut hor of t he Textbook 
Kirk- Polis hook-
Topics Buckley- Crabb e- Reed - Beighey-
Waesche Salsgiver Jonas Nicho ls Morgan Viheland 
Y:ids :Ill: r~a.s: Ill: Wds: Ill :YTds: Ill: ~fds: Ill :Tfds: Ill: 
----- ·------
1008 I 315 I 293 I 607 I 432 I 517 I 
Classes of mail 1179 I 1380 I 1305 I 1705 I 1825 I 877 I 
Parcel post 98 243 I 142 I 
Regulations and 
costs 48 306 220 I 443 I 463 351 I 
Wrapping and 
addressing of 
pac k ages 299 .,.. 443 I 169 I 1143 I 354 I 795 I .L 
Insur ance 53 223 I 87 278 67 I 53 
Special services 627 I 433 I 284 I 945 343 I 632 I 
Express 69 177 447 450 I 
Regulations and 
costs 449 I 314 224 I 555 I 357 I 740 I 
Preparation of 
pac kages for 
shipmant 587 I 123 I 1228 I 197 I 515 I 
Collection and 
delivery 88 171 I 50 342 37 179 I 
I nsurance 93 75 46 245 103 41 
Special services 783 I 316 I 387 I 894 110 I 578 I 
Freight 60 309 122 
Importance of fr eight 21.3 I 294 I 238 I 
Freight carr iers 
* 
1478 I 134 I 
* 
208 I 
* Regulations and 
cos ts 418 225 191 531 I 396 I 357 
Packing and marking 206 174 I 176 96 I 317 I 
Co l lection and 
del ivery 164 
* 
125 I 156 99 37 
Bill of lading 334 I 320 I 264 I 280 485 I 240 I 
Special services 415 I 42 224 267 192. I 35 
Totals 6964 6170 4786 10634 6457 6766 
The irr.portance of freight shipments is considered by Kirk-Buckley-
'ITe.esche.t Nichols~ and Polishook- Beighey- ·Jheland. These same authors 
mention freight carriers very briefly~· however 1 the remaining three 
authors, Cr abbe-Salsgiver, Jones~ and Reed-1'Jiorgan 1 handle freight 
carriers but eliminate the i.rnportance of freight. The best tree.tme nt 
of freight carriers in context and illustration is given in t he Crabbe-
Salsgiver book 1 which cont a ins 1,478 vvords on this subject. 
Information~ Filing, and Indexing 
Table X presents data concerned vrith the handling of f iling and 
indexing by the authors of each textbook. Sources of useful iP..formation , 
types of files , rules for filing and i ndexing . and filing systems 
comprise the major portion of this sub ject. 
An analysis of Table X indicates varied treatment of filing and 
i ndex i ng by the authors. The book by Jones and that by Kirk-Buckley-
Waesche emphasize sources of useful infonnation. Of the remaining 
four authors, Crabbe-Salsgiver mentio n t h e use of magazines and 
navrspapers very briefly, and Polishook-Be ighey-Yiheland do not include 
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any material on these two at all . m.chols covers the v ar ious information 
sources wit h the exception of the library. Reed-{{organ almost comp letely 
ignore the entire topic of information s ources. 
Purposes of filing and papers to be filed are treated by all 
authors. Filing equipme nt and supplies are discussed and illustrated 
in all the books. Jones and Kirk-Buckley-Waesche devote 558 and 516 
words to this subject. 
Rules for indexing and filing are emphasized i n great det a il ~y all 
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TABLE X. IliJFOmviAT ION, FI LING, .A.ND HIDEX.HTG 
-
Author of the Textbook 
Kil'k- Polis hook-
Topics Buckley- Crabbe- Reed- Baighey-
Waesche Sals P" iver Jones Nichols llor§;;an .Vheland 
Wds:Ill: -~Vds: Ill: Wds : Ill : ~Tds: Ill : Wds :Ill:Wds: Ill: 
444 I 946 I 845 I 
Sources of useful 
information 215 590 130 I 185 
Newspapers 229 
* 
44 440 
'il agaz i nes 55 
* 
58 
* I 
Public library 40 125 66 I 
* 
772 I 
Dictionary 146 I 279 160 I 236 553 
Directories 188 I 186 132. I 845 I 
* 
631 I 
Books of general 
i nformation 613 775 I 1019 I 1485 I 963 I 
Purpo s es of filing 181 I 128 63 592 108 250 
Papers to be filed 143 I 475 85 2'77 158 I 100 
Types of files 29 '79 26 
Spind le 8'7 
* 
92 I 98 I 64 I 
Bellows 83 I 65 I 
* 
I 131 I 38 I 
Shannon 122 I * I 218 I 141 I * I Box 131 I 73 I * 371 I 134 I * I L:>ose-sheet 170 I 
Vert ic al-c abinet 107 I 274 I 184 I 456 I 202 I 91 I 
Visib le-index 43 I 343 I 83 I 151 42 I 
Personal fil ing 
c abinets 927 I 
Filing eguip211 ent 
and supplies 516 I 465 I 558 I 328 I 455 I 
* 
I 
Rules for index i ng 908 I 1066 I 1537 I 1247 I 711 I 1781 I 
Filing systems 273 I 53 302 I 163 I 123 I 
Al phabetic 237 I '74 I 545 I 219 I 
* 
I 30 I 
Geographic 132 I 241 I 83 I 81 I 150 I 94 I 
Subject 108 I 196 I 161 I 153 I 169 I 77 I 
Numeric 150 I 239 I 211 I 62 I 130 86 I 
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Ti'..BLE X CO :t-:"'TI NUED. I NFOiillATION~ FILI NG, AND I NDEXING 
To pics 
Duties of file 
clark 
Totals 
Author of the Textbook 
~K~J.-rl~c- --------- ----------~P~o~l~i-s~h-o-o~k--
Buckley- Cr abbe- Reed- Beighey-
'Taesche Sals giver Jones Ni chols Morgan T1beland 
Ylds:Ill: Wds:Ill: Wds:Ill:Wds : Il l : Wds: I ll:'i/ids : Ill: 
711 I 730 I 510 I 251 I 
5617 572 6 6595 8345 4226 6817 
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of t he authors . Especially thorough prosentation is given by Polishoo'r-
Beighey-·nne land and Jo nes , v;ho devote 1,781 and 1,537 ·words, r es pectively, 
to t hese rules. 
The four f iling systems , alphe.betic, geographic, subject, e.nd 
·1umeric , are carefully explained and well illustrated by all authors 
except Nichols, who does not illustrate numeric fi ling. Jones uses 
545 vrords in his treatment of alphabet ic filing--:nore t han t;·;ica the 
word count used by the remaining five authors on this filing system. 
Of the books analyzed, the book by Kirk-Buckley-~iTc.esche presents 
the most com!:_) leta discussion and illustration of types of files . 
Crabbe-Salsgiver discuss the bellows, box, vertical-cabinet, and 
visible-index files. Jones mentions the spindle, bellows, shannon, and 
box f iles very briefly, and the vertical-cabinet and visible-index files 
more fully. Polishook-Beighey-\fueland give limited treatment to types 
of files. 
Only Nichols discusses the use of personal filing cabinets in the 
home, and devotes· a total of 927 words to this topic. He pres ents 
several illustrations of files that can be used as attractive pieces 
of furniture for any home, yet, when opened, reveal an ingenious setup 
of filing compartments . 
The only discussion of the loose-sheet file is found in the Kirk-
Buc k ley-Naesche book. 
All authors except Crabbe-Salsgiver and Nichols consider the 
duties of' the file clark. Kirk-Buckley-Waesche and Jones devote 711 
and 730 words each to this topic. 
Merchandising 
Tabla XI trae.ts the extent ·~o which merchandising is emphasized by 
the authors. 
Crabbe-Salsgiver and Nichols do not attach much importance to 
~erchandising. The Crabbe-Salsgiver book discusses the intelligent 
consumer and advertising only, with special emphasis on hovt to buy . 
given a word count o:f 1,450 words , and the forms and records used in 
credit buying using 1,807 words . Nichols devotes 3 ,274 words to a 
discussion of forms and records used in credit buying. Polishook-
Beighey-YJbeland give a limited pres entation of the topic , selling o:f 
merchandise. Their book does not cont a in any material on salesmanship, 
problems of the salesman, positions in selling, and advertising. 
Of the remaining three hooks~ that by Kirk-Buckley-Waescha gives 
the most concise, yet complete discussion of merchandising in all its 
phases. Jones and Reed-lKorgan cover every topic under merchandising, 
with the exception o:f the general store neglected by both, and the 
wholesale house not considered by Jo nes. However , Reed-Morgan present · 
a rather sketchy treatment of the proble:ns of the salesnan. 
Only three authors discuss the i rrunediate payment o:f th'3 purchase 
price of an article by the consu.rner. Read -Morgan devote an entire 
chapter , 1,565 words, to a detailed discussion and illustration o:f 
cash payments. 
Four authors present mater ial on business procedures in buying. 
Al t hough Reed-J..~organ devote approximately one-third more material to 
business procedures i n buying t han that used by Kirk- Buckley-v:raesche, 
the latter's exp lanation of the business forms and procedures used in 
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TABLE XI. IRERCI-IANDISING 
.b.uthor of the Textbook 
Kirk- Polis hook-
Top ics R'...lCkley- Crabbe- Reed- Beighey-
·;'faesche Salsg iver Jones Nichols Morgan Tlheland 
11ds: Ill: Wds: Ill: \Tds: Ill = ~~ds: Ill: Tlds: Ill :Wds: Ill: 
5227 I 
The i nt e lligant 
consumer 90 I 517 I 1079 I 2020 I 2138 I 
From whom. we buy 244 I 
* 354 I * V .1.at to buy 96 399 I 
* * 167 -i~ "ere to buy 101 301 313 
* 
44 
·:hen t o buy 101 332 
* * 
30 6 
--=ow to buy 300 I 1450 I 175 I 610 I 1079 I 
Cash payments 191 274 1565 I 
Forms and records 
used in credit 
buying 156:2 I 1807 I 685 I 3274 I 932 I 1009 I 
Business pr ocedure 
in buying 1851 I 1501 I 2510 I 1323 I 
Storing and stock 
keeping 956 I 750 I 1150 I 
Types of sales 
organizations 11 147 I 664 I 
Whole s a le 166 I 288 301 
Retail 
* 
288 I 81 I 746 
Genera l store 75 
* Cha i n store or 
super-mar ket 225 I 47 933 I 395 
Department store 90 I 22 144 486 I 
Specialty store 119 I 61 117 217 
Mail order house 90 53 158 I 522 
Selling of merchandise 249 483 I 1034 I 
Sale smanship 709 I 638 I 93 I 
Problems of s e.lesman 39 38 110 
Per s onal qualities 258 I 374 
* Art of s e lling 1136 I 1151 I 
* 
T::J p ics · 
TABLE .XI COrJ'r H n:.JBD. UERCEJ1.:r1DISHTG 
. -
Author of the Textbook 
Kirk-
Buckley- Crabbe-
Waesche Salsgiver Jones Nichols 
rJds:Ill: Hds: Ill: '\1 ds:Ill:Wds:Ill: 
Polis hook-
Reed- Beighey-
1;~organ 1.'\beland 
'Hds: Ill :Wds: Ill: 
Problems of salesman 
continued 
Merchand i se 235 300 
* Cus \-;omer 114 178 
* 
Positions :i.n 
s e lling 1650 I 1027 I 843 I 
Advertising 188 180 I 831 I 1069 I 
Totals 10835 4986 9796 3274 13607 15658 
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buying is much more direct , detailed , and ·well organized. 
Storing of merchandise and stock keeping , important companion 
func tions of business buying , are wall hand led by Reed~~organ, Kirk-
Bucklay-~faes che, and Jones , v;ho devote 1 1 150., 956 , and 750 words each 
to this top ic . 
Bus iness Organization and Management 
Table XI I presents data concerning the presentation of the topic, 
business organi zation and management, in the textbooks analyzed. 
Included in this discussion are the organization and management of 
bus iness, a lso the types of business ownership . 
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Four authors include material on the organization of busines s 
enterpr i se . Of these fo ur , Reed-Morgan g ive the most det a iled 
pres entation, and devote more than half of their discus s ion on business 
organization and management to this topic. Thes e authors emphas ize the 
meaning of organizatio n .. and devote 3 , 086 word s t o this subject. Crabbe -
Sals giver do not consider department a l division. Only Kirk-Buc kley-
'iifaes che and Jone s enter into a discuss ion of the various kinds of business 
enterprise • 
.All authors d iscuss the types o~ business ownership, sin.sle 
proprietorship, partnership, and corporat ion. Illustrations for al l 
three phases of o"l'mership are gi van by Kirk-Buckley-Yiaes che, Jones 1 
Reed-Horgan, and Polishook-Beighey-viheland. 
Only Crabbe-Salsg iver., Jones, and Polishook- Beighey-lfueland discuss 
the cooperative typ e of busines s ownership . J onas devotes 1,094 words , 
or more than t he total of the other two author groups , to the cooperat ive 
TABLE XII. BUSI NESS ORGANIZ ~TIO H ~o.ND lL'I.HAGEMENT 
Author of the Textbook 
Kirk-
To pics Buckley- Crabbe- Reed-
Waesche Salsg iver 
'\j[ds: Ill: ··ras: Ill: 
2561 1528 I 
Organizat ion of 
business 
l'1Ieani ng 1065 I 233 548 T 3086 I .!. 
Depart mental 
d i v ision 1223 I 810 I 315 I 
Management; 239 39 82 469 
Kinds of business 182. I 395 .,. .L 
Types of business 
ownership 307 62 38 948 I 
Si ngle 
roprietorship 467 I 211 540 I 14.72 875 I 446 I 
Partnership 518 I 161 1188 I 175 1063 I 87? I 
Co r poration 773 I 693 I 1197 I 2nQ o ~ 1224 I 1225 I 
Cooperat i ve 265 1094 I 414 
Totals 5030 3192 5854 1954 7032 3910 
lThe figure ~ 256 1 refers to the l1Qmber of words pres ~nted r e l at ing t o 
the main classificat i on of tor>ic other t 1an the subdiv isions as l isted . 
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type of b u.siness ownership. 
The book by J ones gives the most thorough present at ion of business 
ownership , even giving e:xa:..111ples of par·bnership and corporation agreements 1 
and devotes 4 1 019 ·rrords to this top ic out of a total of 5,854 words for 
t h e entire discussion of all the topics in Table XII. 
Business Ethics 
Table XII I pres ents the extent to which the i ndividual textbooks 
contain data on business ethics. 
Crabbe-Salsgiver, Reed-~organ, and Polishook-Beighey-~neland do not 
discuss this topic at a ll• 
Of the remaining three authors 1 Kirk-Buckley-·;Taesche pr esent the 
only complete discussion of all phases of business ethics. Thes e 
authors emphasize unfa ir business pr actices e.nd devote 1,120 words to 
this topic. Jones includes a discussion o f ethics in modern business., 
a nd touches briefly upon unfair business practices and associa·bioJ:l..s for 
promotion of h i gher business ste.ndards. Nichols discusses unfa ir 
bus ines s pr actices, ethics in modern business, and codes o:f.' ethics. 
Nic hols places his emphasis on ethics in modern business, and includes 
1,174 words on t hat topic, or approximaJcely tvrice as much mat erial as 
that given by Kirk-Buckley-'VJaesche and Jo nes combined . On the other 
hand, Nichols' discussion of codes of ethics contains 315 words as 
compared with 772 words used by Kirk-Buckley-·~· aesche. 
Although Nichols' treatment of business ethics does not include 
any material on associ ations for promotion of hig;her busin es s standards., 
Topics 
Unfair bus i ness 
practices 
Eth ics in modern 
busines s 
Associations for 
promotion of 
h i gher bus iness 
ste.ndards 
Bus i nessmen's 
associations 
Serv ice clubs 
Chsrabers of 
commerce 
Federal Trade 
Commis sion 
Codes of e thics 
To tals 
TADLE XIII. BUSI NESS ETHICS 
Kirk-
Buckley-
1Yaesche 
Wds: Ill: 
210 
1120 I 
353 I 
51 
94 
72 
9 2 
772 
2764 
Author of the Textbook 
Crabbe-
Sals g iver J ones Nichols 
Wds : Ill: 1Tds : Ill :1'fds: Ill: 
261 
* 
* 
143 I 
404 
724 I 
1174 I 
315 
2213 
Po lishook -
Reed - Be i ghey-
ifiorgan ·~·r:.1.e l and 
\,ds : Ill :··,Tds: 111 : 
l .An as ter isk indicates that the to pic is mentioned briefly in the 
co ntext. 
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his tota l presentation of this s~bject contains 2,213 words, as compared 
with 2~764 for Kirk-Buckley-Waesche, and only 404 words for Jones. 
Business Law 
Table XIV shows data in relation to the subject of business law 
discussed in each textbook. 
Neither Nichols nor Reed-Morgan include this subject. Polishook-
Beighey-nb eland consider only the transfer of property, especially real 
property, to which they devote 1,521 words. 
Of the remaining three books, only the Crabbe-Salsgiver book 
discusses city, state, and federal laws and better business bureaus 
designed to afford protection for the consQmer. Crabbe-Salsgiver 
devote 385 and 212 words to these two suhjects. 
The reasons for business law are treated in the book by Jones only. 
Although Kirk-Buckley-iVaesche, Crabbe-Salsgiver, and Jones present 
a treatment of contracts, that by Crabbe-Salsgiver excels the other two 
in context and illustration. Crabbe-Salsgiver devote 1,171 words to this 
subject as compared with 779 for Kirk-Buckley-Waesche,and 720 for Jones. 
From approximately one-third to one-half of the entire discussion of 
business law is devoted by these three author groups to contracts. 
Kirk-Buckley~ffaesche and Jones give similar treatment to transfer 
of property, negotiable instruments, and agency. The Crabbe-Salsgiver 
book does not treat these three topics at all. 
The book by Kirk-Buckley-Waesche includes no illustrations on 
business law. On the other hand, Jones illustrates this subject amply, 
with pictures of a bill of sale, contract, warranty deed, apartment 
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TP..B LE XIV. BUSHTESS L.A:V 
Author of the Textbook 
Kirk-
Topics Buckley- Crabbe-
Waescha Salsgiver Jonas Nichols 
Ti"'ds :Ill: 1JJds : Ill: Wds: Ill :Yfds: Ill: 
Reaso ns for business 
law 
Contracts 779 
Tre.nsfar of property 75 
Personal 270 
Real 370 
Negotiable 
instrtwents * 
Agency 109 
Heans of consumer 
protection 
City, state, and 
fed eral l aws 
Better business 
bureaus 
Totals 1603 
250 363 I 
178 
1171 I 720 I 
265 
149 I 
367 I 
65 
219 I 
385 
212 
2018 2326 
928 I 
* 1521 I 
2449 
1 11Wds 11 is used for words .. a.:nd 11 111 11 for illustrations . The letter " I " 
is used to designate that the topic is illustrated. 
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lease; and power of attorney. On the whole, Jones• presentation of 
business law is superior to that of Kitk-Buckley-Waesche and Crabbe-
Salsgiver. 
Choice of an Occupation 
Table XV presents the treatment in each textbook of ·t:; he subject 1 
choice of an occupation. This subject is covered by all authors vli'bh 
varying degrees of emphasis. 
Nichols s.nd Polishool::-Bei ghey-'Vv'heland stress the necessity for 
general education as an important phase of vocations.! training . The 
other four books touch upon this topic very briefly. 
Of the things that a student must consider in his choice of a 
vocational career, five authors stress personal qualifications; four 
authors, the kinds of work and levels of employment; three, prcmotional 
opportunities; and t\vo, inco:me. Polishook-Beighey-·~1'heland use 1,798 
words for e.n especially thorough treatment of personal qualifications. 
Jones devotes 1,442 words to the topic, kinds of work. 
Vocational training especially on the high school level is 
discussed by all authors. Further education in college is given brief 
mention in all books. Reed~orgs~ and Kirk-Buckley-Waesche consider 
vocational training by discussing the job opportunities developing from 
the stenographic, bookkeeping, office practice, e.nd merchandising courses 
in the high school, using 2,521 a.nd 1,360 w·ords each on this subject. 
Crabbe-Salsgiver 11 Jones, s.nd Nichols give general &.dvice to the student 
concerning the necessity for selection of a goal in high school e.nd 
the choice of the proper course to reach it. Polishook-Beighey-Vfue land 
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TAB LE XV .. CHO I CE OF BJT OCCUPATIO N 
Aut hor of the Textbook 
Kirk- Po lis hook-
To pics Buckley- Cra.bbe- Reed -
Waes che Sals s i ver Jones Hi chols 
Yfds : Ill: Wds :Ill: '\i{ds: Il l :Uds : Ill: 
186 805 182 1104 269 I 2447 I 
General education 
needed 
* * * 
471 I 
* 
523 
Th i ngs t o c ons ider 
in choi c e of career 149 128 847 I 898 295 I 1380 I 
Personal 
qualific at i ons 
* 
554 870 I 709 323 1798 I 
Ki nds of vrork 
* 
409 1442 I 883 
* 
701 
Levels of 
emp l oyment 653 I 
* 
508 348 I 
* 
417 I 
Pro not i onal 
op;?ortuni ti es 315 I 
* * 
166 
* 
413 
Income 
* * * 
895 
* 
121 
Vocational trEti ni ng 87 170 739 I 1280 I 1250 I 
Hi gh sc hool 1360 I 273 102 
* 
2521 I 1631 I 
Co llege 
* 
I 
* 
137 I 
* * * 
Thlp loyment forms 
and procedures 858 I 344 993 I 1818 I 
App lication 
l et t ers 
* 
193 
* 
144 27 2 I 
App licat ion 
blanks I 138 I 60 I 
* 
I 600 I 
Interviews 362 142 I 97 I 106 I 364 I 
Tests 106 19 126 
Totals 3970 3262 5996 6754 5496 12043 
present an interesting discussion, containing 1,631 words, of the 
beginning jobs in business--clerk, typist, voice-machine operator, 
stenographer, file clerk, bookkeeper, machine operator, and salesclerk--
as a basis for a student's vocational training choice. 
The subject of employment forms and procedures is not included by 
Nichols. Despite their increased use today, employment tests are 
discussed by Jones, Crabbe-Salsgiver, and Polishook-Beighey-~beland only. 
Of e.ll authors, Polishook-Beighey-i;lJheland give the most thorough 
treatment to employment forms and procedures. A detailed analysis and 
illustration of the application blank, together with directions for 
filling out such a blank, and a guid e for behavior during the interview 
ere fe atures of the Polishook-Beighey-Y;bela.nd ·book. 
Polishook-Beighey~Vheland devote a total of 12,043 words to all 
topics i n Table XV, as against a range of 3,262 to 6,754 words used by 
the remaining five authors. Their presentation is very complete and 
well organized. The authors devote a chapter each to the topics of 
planning one's life's work, business emplo~m1ent opportunities, and 
selection of a job. 
Taxation 
Table XVI presents the extent to which taxation is included by 
each author. 
Five authors d iscuss taxationl Nichols does not attach any 
importance to this topic, as he has not included it in his book. The 
amount of space devoted to this subject ranges from 828 words used by 
Jones to 4~538 and 5,501 words devoted to taxation by Kirk-Buckley-
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T U3 LE XVI . T .AX.A.T IO :N 
Aut hor of t he Te:Jctbook · 
Ki rk- ---·-- --· 
Buc k l ey- Crabbe - Reed -
Vvaes c he Salsgi ver Jo nA s ~~ichols 
Wds :Il l: 'f ds:Ill : Wds:Ill:-: ds:Ill: 
--------------------
Pr incip l e of 
taxat ion 357 I 302 263 I 755 I 
Purposes of taxes 221 154 
* * 
Kinds of ta."'Ces 186 710 196 315 
Local 1221 I 
* 
369 99 
State 989 I 
* * * Fed eral 1318 I 193 I * Hi5 
Collect i on of 
taxes 246 548 I * 366 I 
To t als 4538 1907 828 1690 
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Polis hook-
1282 I 
714 I 
864 I 
892 I 
83 
47 1 
292 
903 I 
5501 
Waesche e~d Polishook-Beighey-~beland, respectively. 
An analysis of Table XVI indicates that two groups of author s 
devote approx~ately equal space to the topic, principle of taxation. 
Kirk-Buckley-Waesche and Crabbe-Salsgiver devote 357 and 302 words to 
a discussion of the principle of taxation;. Reed-Morgan and Polishook-
Beighey-'Wheland use 755 and 714 words for this subject. 
Three authors discuss purposes of taxation; two authors mention it 
briefly. 
Out of a total number of 4,538 words for a discussion of all 
topics in Table XVI, Kirk-Buckley-Waesche devote 3,714 words to a 
logical, well-organized e~d-illustrated consideration of local, state, 
and federal taxes, which surpasses the handling of this topic by the 
four remaining authors. 
Collection of taxes is well treated by four aut hors, and briefly 
mentioned by Jones. 
The Government and Business 
Table XVII indicates the coverage of the topic, the government and 
business, in each textbook. 
Again, :Nichols has not considered this subject. 
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The other five authors discuss government-owned and -operated 
business. Crabbe-Salsgiver, Jones, and Polishook-Beighey-Wheland handle 
government protection of business. Jones devotes 699 words to government 
protection of business as compared with 444 words used by Crabbe-Salsgiver. 
Government regulation of business is discussed very briefly by Kirk-
Buckley-1"faesche and Read-Morgan; both textbooks mention regulation of 
Topics 
Government 
protect i on of 
business 
Goverm.ent 
regulations 
Tr ans portat ion 
Pub lic utilit ies 
Trade 
Food and drugs 
Finance and 
b anking 
Property 
Patents 
Copyrights 
Business 
Heal-'-h 
Educat i on 
'tlo.p lo yment 
cond i tions 
C-over 11.men'b - owned 
and -opera·bed 
business 
Totals 
64 
TABLE XVII. THE C-DVERl [ENT iLl'ID BUSINESS 
Author of the Taxtbook 
Kirk-
Buckley- Cra.bbe-
Vlaesche Salsgiver Jones Nichols 
Wds:I ll: v'i"ds:Ill: Wds:Ill:W'ds:Ill : 
444 I 699 I 
54 152 I 
474 I 65 
118 65 
81 I 53 
* * 
70 
305 44 I 
137 
* 119 I 
* 
14 71 
* 
28 I 
* 
247 
141 
* 
208 I 
141 1993 1455 
Polishook-
Reed- Beighey-
Morgan "i·iheland 
Wds: Ill :Vlds: Ill: 
* 
* 
527 I 
1087 I 
* 
* I 
* 
* 
* 
245 I * 
245 1614 
finance and banking. Polishook-Beighey-1/l'heland also handle government 
regulation of business rather briefly, with the exception of a detailed 
discussion of public utilities and monopolies amounting to 1,087 words. 
Crabbe-Salsgiver and Jones give a more detailed discussion of 
government regulation of business. Crabbe-Salsgiver emphasize public 
utilities to which they devote 474 vrords, property, and employment 
conditions. Jones stresses transportation aDd mentions the other 
topics. Of the two, Crabbe-Salsgiver give the more thorough and 
complete narrative treatment of government regulation of business, e.nd 
Jones handles the illustrations more capably. 
Summary of Topics 
Table X1~II summarizes Tables II to XVII, inclusive, on the number 
of words devoted to each of the sixteen main topics in each textbook. 
The total number of words is then translated into pages for each book. 
An analysis of this table indicates that all authors agree on the 
inclusion of certain topics in a textbook on junior business training. 
All authors include the nature and scope of junior business training; 
finance; thrift and budgeting; savings and investments; insurance; 
travel; communication; transportation; information,. filing, and indexing; 
merchandising; business organization and management; and choice of an 
occupation. Although all textbooks do not cover all phases of these 
twelve topics, yet the extent of their coverage indicates that the 
authors generally agree on the importance of these topics in a junior 
business training course. 
All but one textbook cover taxation and the relationship of the 
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TABLE XVIII . SUil':[l[.ARY OF TOPICS 
============·-
Topic s Kirk-
Buckley-
Haese he 
Author of the Textbook 
Polis hook-
Reed - Beighey-
66 
Words 
Crabbe-
Sal sgiver Jo nes · 
Words Words 
Nichols ~Jorga.n 1'1heland 
lifords ·--..1,~ro-r....l!df-s --.-.;,"'""~o-r'""'d_s _ _ _ 
Nature and Scope of 
Junior Business 
Trdning 1454 
Finance 10926 
Thrift and Budgeting 4621 
Savings and 
I nvestments 4464 
Insurance 4874 
Travel 4339 
Cofimunication 15051 
Transportation 6964 
Information~ Fi ling ~ 
~~d Indexing 5617 
Marchand i sing 10835 
Bus iness Organization 
and J;ianagement 5030 
Business Ethics 2?64 
Business Law 1603 
Choice of an Occupation 3970 
Taxation 
The Goverl1!llent and 
Business 
4538 
141 
Total Number of V~rds 87191 
2045 
21460 
7288 
7336 
9218 
8019 
10822 
6170 
5726 
4986 
3192 
2018 
3262 
1907 
1993 
95442 
2934 19451 1860 2804 
1666 2 20362 10888 16535 
4839 18028 4674 2683 
5353 7315 3106 8420 
7685 9769 3311 12177 
4794 8 279 8948 6501 
13468 25232 9667 4783 
4786 10634 6457 6766 
6595 8345 4226 6817 
9796 3274 13607 15658 
5854 1954 7032 3910 
404 2213 
232.6 2449 
5996 6754 5496 12043 
828 1690 5501 
1455 245 1614 
93775 141610 81207 108661 
------ ·- --------- -----·--·- --
Total r\l!Ilber of Pages 217.98 238 . 61 234 . 44 354 . 03 203.02 271.65 
government and business. All but two textbooks cover business law. 
Three textbooks include business ethics. 
Although all authors agree on the inclusion of twelve out of a 
total of sixteen main topics used in this study in a junior business 
training book. lack of agreement exists on the remaining four topics. 
Kirk-Buckley-Waesche and Jones cover all sixteen main topics. Crabbe-
Salsgiver and Polishook-Beighey-Wheland include all but one topic. 
Reed~Jorgan cover all but two topics. Nichols, although using 
approximately one-third to three-fourths more material than any of the 
other authors 6 discusses onl~r thirteen of the sixteen main topics 
included in this study. 
A difference of opinion also exists as to how much space should be 
devoted to the main topics in a textbook in junior business training; 
this is evident when one considers the total range of from 81 6 207 to 
141.610 words devoted to the textbooks. When translated into pages, 
this results in a range of from 203 to 354 pages of narrative used in 
the textbooks. 
Of the sixteen topics 6 the greatest amount of space is devoted to 
finance and communication. The authors devote from one-fifth to one-
third of the total space used in each textbook to these two subjects. 
The treatment of subject matter by the various authors differs to 
some extent. Crabbe-Salsgiver and Nichols present the personal approach 
by slanting their narrative to the level and needs of the student. 
Polishook-Beighey-\lheland give the most unique and adult treatment of 
the narrative of all books analyzed~ their use of illustrations. due to 
the size and format of their book. is excellent. The book by Jones 
gives a conscientious. complete narrative presentation. Kirk-Buckley-
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Waesche and Reed~~organ treat junior business training material similexly. 
with Kirk-Buckley-Waesche giving the more concise, complete, and well-
organized treatment of material. 
Review Questions, Problems, and Exercises 
Table XIX shows the number and types of review and discussion 
questions. problems, and performance exercises included in each 
textbook. 
Theory and practice material are ~portant phases of the course 
in junior business training. The theory of junior business training 
is mastered through the use of review and discussion questions and 
vocabulary problems used in conjunction with the context of eaoh 
textbook. The application of this theory is effected through the 
medium of various activities and projects, aritP~etic problems, and 
handwriting exercises. 
All authors have workbooks which may or may not be used with the 
textbooks. However, Jones, l'Jichols, and Kirk-Buckley-Waesche mention 
the workbooks in context by directing students to complete certain 
problems in the workbook. Due to the large variety and number of 
business forms that have to be filled out in COlUlection with the 
mastery of the textbook, it would be advantageous in all cases to use 
the workbooks accompanying each textbook. 
The authors present the use of questions. problems, and exercises 
in varying patterns. Jones presents review and discussion questions on 
all sixteen topics appearing in a junior business training textbook. 
Kirk-Buckley-Waesche include review and discussion questions on all 
TABLE XIX . 
REVI E\ff QUESTIONS , PROBL:E!\:fS, AND EXERC ISES PRESENTED IN .EACH TEXTBOOK 
Questions ~ problems, 
and exercises 
Nature and Scope of 
Juni or Bus i ness Training 
Review and dis cuss ion 
questions 
Voc abular y problems 
Arithmetic problems 
Handv.rritin; exercises 
1- ctbrities and projects 
Fi na.Y).ce 
• evie':r and discussion 
questions 
Vo c abul ar y problems 
Arit hmetic problems 
Handwriting exerc is es 
ctivities and projects 
Thrift and Budgeting 
Reviev.r and d i scuss ion 
questions 
Voc abulro·y prob l ems 
L~..r it h .. met i c pro b 1 ems 
Handv·rr i t i ng exercises 
Activities an pr ojects 
Sav i ngs 1:1.nd Investments 
Review and discussion 
questions 
Voc abulary problems 
Arithmetic problems 
Handvn~ it ing ex ere i ses 
Activities and projects 
Number in Eac h Textbook 
Kirk- Po1ishook-
Buck l ey- Crabbe- Reed - eighey-
Waesche Salsg iver Jo nes Nichols r:organ "\ihel and 
10 
8 
25 
1 
4 
20 
36 
20 
2 
27 
15 
12 
6 
2 
22 
8 
12 
2 
1 
7 
19 
13 
9 
12 
174 
81 
52 
116 
50 
24 
13 
13 
59 
24 
15 
26 
40 
12 
36 
1 
10 
253 
60 
16 
3 
10 
73 
24 
9 
2 
10 
90 
12 
5 
1 
3 
129 
159 
55 
41 
199 
173 
52 
23 
124 
161 
36 
67 
73 
72 
26 
2 
38 
6 
2 
7 
130 
9 
42 
2 
24 
98 
28 
12 
29 
56 
10 
11 
5 
25 
19 
10 
18 
135 
81 
67 
60 
38 
25 
24 
18 
80 
45 
40 
24 
69 
70 
Tlill LE ~IX CO 11T I HUED . 
:Number in Each Textbook 
Questions , prob lems ~ Kirk- Po l is 100.:-::-
a nd exercises Buc k ley- Crabbe- Reed- e i ghey-
Y"aesche Se.lsgiver Jones Nichols Iv!or gan ·."\!heland 
I nc ur a.nce 
Re viev: and d isc ussio n 
questions 14 82 71 115 67 94 
Voc abulary prob l ems 12 44 12 66 10 47 
Ari ·hmetic prob lems 2 26 9 35 9 50 
Handw-riting exercises 1 
· ctiv ities and projects 6 49 9 3 27 
'!' r av e l 
Revi mv· and discussion 
quest i ons 13 67 60 58 116 49 
Voc abulary problems 12 34 12 64 14 28 
.Arithmetic problems 4 11 5 14 13 20 
H§.nd·wr i t ing exercises 1 1 
Activities and ~ rejects 19 34 5 29 18 17 
Cornmunic at i on 
Review and disc ussion 
qtws t i o ns 31 95 154 228 120 50 
Vocabuls.ry problems 28 42 48 178 28 29 
Ari t hmetic problems 17 24 6 40 32 24 
. Handvrr i t ing exercises 5 1 1 
Activit:i.E~s and pro j ects 78 55 27 26 49 18 
Trans portation 
Review and d iscussion 
que s t i ons 32 52 54 85 18 56 
Vocabulary problems 32 25 20 105 33 
.Ar ithmet ic problems 6 7 2 6 7 29 
Handwri t ing exercises 3 1 
Activities an.d projects 24 26 11 11 5 17 
Information~ Filing ~ and 
Indexing 
Revievr and discussion 
questions 10 45 72 96 37 69 
Vocabulary problems 14 22 24 60 6 30 
Ariti:1.metic problems 7 3 2 12 24 
He..ndvrr it i ng exercises 2 
Activities a...'rJ.d pro jects 47 20 27 9 29 20 
Ti:.B LE XIX COJ:JTINU1ID . QUESTIOITS, Pl~OBLNES, AiiD EJ~ERCISES 
Q.ues·t;ions , problems, 
and exercises 
l'·Ierc hand is ing 
Revi~t ~~d discussion 
questions 
Vo cabulary ;_J!'oblems 
Ar itmnetic problems 
Iiandwriting exercises 
Activ ities and pro jects 
Bus iness Organization o.nd 
li anagamen·b 
Revier! a nd discussion 
questions 
Voc abulary prob la'lls 
Ar itl'unetic problems 
Handvvr it ing eJ:erc is es 
Act ivit i es a_Yld projects 
Business Ethics 
Revievr and discussion 
questions 
Voc abulary problems 
~'\.rit hmet ic problams 
Hand1Yritint; exercises 
Activities and projects 
Business Lavf 
Review a_Y!d dis cussion 
questions 
Vocabulary problems 
Aritr,me'liic problems 
Handwriting exercises 
Ac ·bivities and 9rojects 
NQ~ber in Each Textbook 
Kirk- Poli~1ook-
Buckley- Crabbe- Reed - Be i ghay-
Waesche Salsgiver ,Jones Nichols Mo rgan ·;J.1ela nd 
23 
45 
27 
4 
53 
16 
27 
6 
2 
17 
15 
3 
10 
1 
35 
18 
6 
28 
24 
13 
2 
17 
1 # 
.JL 
·;r 
!( 
~r 
JL 
IT 
41= 
-1 
i 
14 
7 
8 
138 
36 
5 
32 
85 
24 
5 
12 
15 
35 
12 
4 
23 
17 
11 
7 
3 
2 
17 
29 
20 
4 
=II= 
JL 
1i 
=//: 
I { 
=;r 
#= 
JL 
I t 
261 
40 
68 
2 
27 
97 
39 
42 
21 
JL 
1T 
137 
80 
87 
48 
40 
27 
24 
13 
=II= 
16 
16 
8 
8 
1The number sign indicates that the textbook does not i nclude a topic 
8.t ~-11 in the discussion. 
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T.ABLE XIX CO NTINTJED .. QUESTIOHS~ PROBU!:,IS, I~liD EX:ERCISES 
Nwnber in Each Textbook 
Questions, problems~ 
and exercises 
Kirk- Polishook-
Buck1ey- Crabbe- Reed- Be i ghey-
~Yaesche Salsgiver Jones Nichols l'iorgan "Yhela.nd 
Choice of an Occupation 
Review· and dis cus sion 
questions 
Vocabulary problems 
1ll'ithmetic problems 
Handwriting exercises 
Activities and pr ojects 
Taxation 
Reviev'l and discussion 
questions 
Vocabulary problems 
~\rithmetic problems 
Handi~iting exercises 
Activities and projects 
The G-overnment and 
Busi:r..ess 
Review and discussion 
14 
24 
13 
3 
24 
10 
18 
3 
1 
12 
questions 1 
Vocabulary problems 
1\rithmetic problems 
Handt..-riting exercises 
Activities and projects 
Totals 1032 
23 
10 
1 
13 
12 
6 
8 
13 
6 
11 
1765 
69 
36 
7 
37 
13 
1 
I 
15 
12 
6 
2 
1904 
54 
53 
4 
23 
4-f 
1/ 
1f 
II 
7F 
=!/= 
J1.. 71 
# 
2886 
58 
15 
41 
1 
20 
22 
14 
10 
2 
2 
2 
1889 
112 
68 
68 
35 
50 
28 
24 
15 
20 
8 
8 
3 
2383 
topics except business ethics and business law. The remaining four 
authors include questions on all topics which they cover. 
The use of vocabulary problems in the topics covered in each 
textbook is frequent and follows the pattern of a brief multiple-choice 
test or the v~iting of sentences to illustrate the meaning of a group 
of words. All authors except Crabbe-Salsgiver and Polishook-Beighey-
Wheland presen·t the vocabulary terms in handwritten form, presumably 
to stimulate penmanship Dnprovement on the pext of the student. 
Kirk-Buckley-'VIaesche use vocabulary problems for all topics exoept ·the 
goverrunent and business. Jones presents vocabulary problems for all 
topics except business ethics and taxation. Reed-Morgan do not use 
these problems for the nature and scope of jttnior business training, 
transportation, and the government and business. The remaining three 
authors use word-meaning problems consistently throughout their books. 
All authors make extensive use of arHhmetio problems throughout 
the textbooks analyzed. Again considering only the topics covered in 
each textbook_, arithmetic problems are not used by Crabbe-Salsgiver, 
Kirk-Buckley-Waesche~ and Reed~iorgan in their discussion on the 
relationship of government and business. The topics of business law 
and business ethics are not used to incorporate arHhmetic computations 
by Kirk-Buckley-Waasohe and Jones. The Crabbe-Salsgiver book does not 
use arithmetic problems for the topics of information, filing_, and 
indexing; business law; and taxation. Nichols excludes business 
problems in the subject, merchandising. 
Kirk-Buckley-Waesche give some excellent, specific instructions 
to the student i'or analysis and Dnprovement of handwrH;ing. These 
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authors present twen·by-eight handwriting exercises in their textbook, 
as against ten for Reed~organ~ and eight for Jones. Crabbe-Salsgiver~ 
Nichols, and Polishook-Beighey-V;'hela.nd do not use handwri'<;ing exercises 
in their books. 
A faw exceptions to the wide and varied use of task-performing 
activities and projects in the topics covered by the authors exist in 
that Jones does not use activities and projects for business ethics 
and business law, Nichols does not include activities and projects for 
insurance and business ethics, and Kirk-Buokley-Waesche do not present 
such material in their discussion of the government and business. 
Summary: All textbooks make wide and varied use of revie'l.'r and 
discussion questions, problems, and performance exercises. Three of 
the authors, Crabbe-Salsgiver, Polishook-Baighey-Yihela.nd, and Jones 
present these exercises in a uniform pattern throughout their books, 
while Kirk-Buckley-Waesche, Reed-Morgan, and Nichols vary the setup 
of this material frequently. 
Only three authors mention the use of the workbook in the context. 
The most frequently mentioned topics that exclude material on 
questions, problems, and exercises ara business ethics, business law. 
the government and business, and taxation. 
Crabbe-Salsgiver, Nichols, and Polishook-Beighey-rVheland do not 
include handwriting exercises. Of the remaining three authors, Kirk-
Buckley-Waasche give the best. most comprehensive set of handivriting 
exercises to help the student improve his penmanship. 
No agreement exists among the authors as to the best number and 
kind of questions to be included in a junior business training textbook, 
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as evidenced by the variation in the number ot each type of question, 
problem~ and exercise used tor each or the sixteen subject topics. 
Also, a range or from 1,032 to 2~886 total questions, problems, and 
exercises presented by the authors indicates the great variation that 
exists in the use of this material in the textbooks. 
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CHAPTER V 
SlWfu\RY OF FINDINGS~ CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOI'v1MENDATIONS 
The objective of this study was to make a comparative analysis 
of the extent of treatment of the major topics included in six selected 
textbooks in junior business training. I n making this study the 
following subordinate problems were formulated: 
1. To determine the purposes of the textbook as discussed by the 
author 
2. To determine the topics presented in each of the textbooks as 
a basis for comparing them 
3. To determine the number of words devoted to the topics 
presented in each textbook 
4. To determine the topics that are illustrated in each textbook 
5. To determine the number and types of questions, problems, and 
exercises presented in each textbook 
A comparison of the purposes of the junior business training / 
textbooks showed considerable variat ion among the authors. No one 
author includes the purposes expressed by all the authors collectively. 
The following purposes were included in the content of the junior 
business training textbooks: 
1. To contribute to intelligent economic citizenship 
2. To enable students to gain a knowledge and understanding of 
business of value to them in their personal, family, and community 
lives 
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3. To present a modern, up-to-date textbook that conforms to the 
latest business practices 
4. To stimulate the improvement of arithmetic and handwriting 
skills 
5. To provide vocational training for the student who is forced to 
leave high school before graduation 
6. To provide educational and vocational guidance for students 
who may be interested in pursuing a business career 
A content analysis of the textbooks used in this study shows ·t;hat 
all authors include the following topics in a junior business training 
textbook:. nature and scope of junior business training; finance;. 
thrift and budgeting; savings and investments; insurance; travel; 
co~nunication; transportation; information, filing, and indexing; 
merchandising; business organization and management;. and choice of an 
occupation. Although the textbooks differ in the comple't;eness of 
t heir coverage of these topics, yet the extent of their presentation 
indicates the necessity for inclusion of such topics in a junior 
business training textbook. 
The remaining four topics, business ethics, business law, taxation, 
and the relationship of the government and business, while treated in 
varying patterns, are covered in a majority of the textbooks. 
Of the textbooks analyzed, those by Kirk-Buckley-Waesche and Jones 
cover all sixteen main topics. Although using the greatest amount of 
space of any of the textbooks analyzed, Niclwls includes only thirteen 
of a total of sixteen topics. 
A difference of opinion exists among the authors concerning the 
amount of space that should be devoted to the main topics in a textbook 
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in junior business training. A range of from 81,207 words devoted to 
content by Reed-:r1organ to 141,610 words used by Nichols ind icates the 
great variation in content space used by ·bhe authors. When translated 
into pages., this results in a range of 203 to 354 pages, respectively. 
Of the sixteen topics, the greatest amount of space is used for 
finance and communication, as the authors devote from one-fifth to 
one-third of the total space used in each textbook to these tvfo 
subjects. 
The treatment of subject matter by the authors differs t o some 
exten·b, with the only marked similarity in treatment of material 
existing in the books by Kirk-Buckley-Waesche and Reed~~organ. 
A great deal of illustrative material is provided by the authors 
to accompany the narrative content. Particularly effective use of 
illustration is made in the topics of finance, especially banking; 
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t}~ift and budgeting, especially individual and family budgets; travel; 
comnunication, with particular emphasis on the telephone and business 
letter;. transportation; and filing and indexing. The use of illustrations 
by Polishook-Beighey-V'iheland, due to the different for:m.at and larger 
size of their book, surpasses those of the other authors. The subject 
of illustrations also emphasizes the variation in the number and 
originality of illustrations presented, and in the degree to which the 
individual topics are illustrated. 
All textbooks make wide and varied use of questions, problems, 
and exercises. These take the form of reviEWT and discussion questions, 
vocabulary and arithmetic problems, handwriting exercises, and performance 
activities and projects . One exception to the use of this material is 
t he hE'.ndi'lriting exer cise stres sed y Xirk- Buckley-i." a esche onl~r. 
-owever ~ a r ange of fron 1 , 032 to 2. 886 t otal questions , prob l ems , o.nd 
exercises presented in the books analyzed s hous t he great variation 
e:dsting amo ng t. e authors in the use of such materi a l . 
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RECOIPJilENDATIO NS 
The writer recommends that further analysis of junior business 
training textbooks be made to discover the most optimum time allotment 
to be used by the instructor for each phase of the content. 
A further recommendation is a content analysis of current junior 
business training workbooks. 
"' \n analysis and classification of available testing material in 
the field of junior business training is also recommended. This 
would be especially helpful to instructors in testing pupils' mastery 
of textbook content and development of proper work habits. 
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